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B IS FOR BELL. SEE THE PASSENGERS RUN …

1.
[ABC SCROLLING BOOK]. DEAN’S STEAM-BOAT ALPHABET: A Companion to the
Railway Alphabet. [London] Dean & Co., [c. 1850].
£ 2,750
Panorama printed on three strips conjoined, handcoloured wood engraving incorporating the letters of the
alphabet ; housed in a wooden cabinet, 210 x 228 x 46 mm; the mechanism that enables the panorama to be
wound from one hidden spool onto the other consists of two cranks protruding through the bottom of the
cabinet; signs of use and some general wear, but box with good patina and in a good state of preservation.
Rare survival of this didactic panorama toy, of a type sometimes referred to as a ‘scrolling book.’ The theme
of the images is a steam boat excursion on a boat at one point called ‘The Ruby’, at another point ‘The Zebra’,
from London Bridge to Ramsgate, a treat from an uncle for (one presumes) his nephew and niece.
The captions to the tableaux read: ‘A - A is the Arch; quite a wonder ‘tis said / With a boat underneath, and a
coach overhead; B - Is the Bell, See the passengers run, / To get safe on the boat ‘ere the ringing is done; C Is the Captain; above us he stands, / Directing the steersman by moving his hands; D - Is the Deck, swept so
nice and so clean / On which very often may dancing be seen; E - Is the Engine, which never does tire, / While
fed by the steam made of water and fire [a technical diagram]; and so on.
MEMORIZING WITHOUT MNEMONICS

2.
BARBIER-VÉMARS, Joseph Nicolas. LE SOUFFLEUR FRANÇAIS, ou moyen éprouvé de faire
retenir a la memoire la plus ingrate des milliers de vers fançais, sans aucune espece de procédé
mnemonique ni d’étude préliminaire … Paris, De l’Imprimerie D’Aug. Delalain, Libraire-Editeur, rue
des Mathurins-St.-Jacques, 1831.
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, [90]; apart from a few marks, a clean copy throughout; uncut and largely
unopened in the original publisher’s wraps, spine with rather worn printed label, spine split at foot (but
holding firm), some rubbing and chipping to extremities, and light sunning to wraps, but still a very good copy.
First edition of this unusual work, which introduces a method of learning thousands of pieces of French poetry
and literature in rhymes, without mnemonics. The author’s method is based on giving the rhyming words of
the verses in tables, and using them to memorize the entire verses of the classical canon of French literature,
beginning with La Fontaine, through Racine and Boileau to Voltaire’s Henriade. ‘The procedure is so simple
that anyone who can read can make use of it. A mother can effortlessly develop the memory of her child, and
develop to a high degree within a few months’ (translated from p. v).
The philologist Barbier-Vémars (born 1775) was conservateur at the Bibliothèque Nationale, published a
poetry periodical in classical and neo-Latin, and edited the 55-volume Annales des arts et manufactures from
1807 to 1814.
OCLC records one copy, at the BNF.

ROYAL COPY

3.
[BATH, Order of]. STATUTES OF THE MOST HONOURABLE ORDER OF THE BATH.
London: Printed in the Year MDCCXXV [1725, but 1727].
£ 1,250
4to, pp. viii, 67, [1] blank; a clean fresh copy; in contemporary full red morocco, the boards with a wide gilt
border made up of flower-heads and sprays together with a distinctive backward-looking bird tool, gilt edges,
without the original silk ties; with the monogram signature in of Princess Elizabeth on the title, and a later
armorial bookplate of Stanley Victor Coote.
An unusual copy of the Statutes, as it was never actually given to a recipient of the Honourable Order of the
Bath, but instead somehow ‘slipped’ into Princess Elizabeth’s personal library.
The binding with its distinctive border tool of a backward facing bird was intended for recipients of the order,
when presented they would have contained a paper seal and citation, however in this unused example these
were never included. Probably when the new edition of 1787 appeared a few unused copies from the original
printing and binding programme still remained for Elizabeth to add to her collection. Some further support to
this conclusion is the additional statute dated 1727 for which there are only two recorded copies in this
setting [see below].
Princess Elizabeth (1770-1840) was, like several Hanovarian’s, a keen book collector. ‘The real bibliophile
among George III’s sons was Augustus, Duke of Sussex, whose poor health prevented him from assuming the
military or naval careers of the other royal princes, and who initially aspired to a career in the church…
Among George III’s daughters, Princess Elizabeth accumulated a considerable library, also sold much later, in
the 1860s, and reflecting scientific and literary interests very similar to her mother’s.’ [Orr]
Elizabeth’s copy of the work was sold with the rest of her library through Sotheby’s as lot 237 on the first day
of the sale on the 7th April 1863. From this catalogue we know that the Princess habitually signed in
monogram or autographed her books, as shown in this copy.
ESTC records only two copies of this setting of the text at King’s College, London, and the University of
California; see Clarissa Campbell Orr, chapter on the ‘Lost Royal Libraries and Hanoverian Court Culture’ in
Lost libraries: the destruction of great book collections since antiquity, edited by James Raven, Palgrave
Macmillan, 2004, p. 164.

TO RAISE FUNDS FOR THE NEW WORKHOUSE

4.

[BAZAAR]. SOUTHWELL BAZAAR. [Newark]: S. and J, Ridge, Printers. [n.d., c. 1820].

£ 250

Printed broadside [27.5 x 20 cm]; centre fold and some
spotting with a contemporary ink correction, otherwise in
good original state.
An unrecorded poetic broadside cleverly describing all the
wares for purchase at the bazaar in doggerel verse.
The lines describe that ‘The Profits of these, are all for the
Poor’ and presumably the bazaar was organised to raise funds
for the new workhouse that was completed in 1824. No
doubt The Rev. John Thomas Becher (1770-1848) the
minister at Southwell, had a hand in the event. As a pioneer of
workhouse and prison reform, he together with the architect
William Adams Nicolson, planned the new workhouse that
was to become the model for other such institutions as laid
out in the New Poor Law of 1834.
It was Becher who suggested to Byron the suppression of his
first volume of poetry in 1806, also incidentally published the
printer of the Southwell Bazaar S. & J. Ridge. We make no
suggestion that these lines could ever be Byronic, but Becher
probably knew the local poets well enough to prevail upon
one of them to write these lines.
‘There are Caps of fine lace to set at the beaux, / And Bracelets with pearl and gold beads placed in rows, /
Capes and Collars, all worked both of Muslin and net, / And Dolls for young Children, in case they should
fret…’ In fact everything from ‘Watch Pocket’s to ‘Mutton Pies’ are made to rhyme for charitable purposes.
THE FORTUNES OF A MUSIC HALL ENTERTAINER

5.
BEADELL, Eily. FASCINATING ARCHIVE OF MATERIAL RELATING TO THE MUSIC HALL
CAREER OF EILY BEADELL. [Various places] c. 1909-1940s.
£ 1,500
The archive includes two scrap albums, the fragments of a further album covering her career from her debut
also several hundred contracts and receipts from various theatrical agencies and variety halls, together with a
later album from her success during the 1940s and other ephemera.

Eily Beadell was one of those forgotten music hall artistes who’s career bounced along at the foot of the bill
until an unexpected event made her a small fortune and a well deserved fifteen minutes of fame.
Eily Kathleen Beadell (1890-1971) was born at Kingston-upon Thames to Alfred T Beadle and his wife
Florence. Unfortunately for Eily her father was declared a defaulter on the London Stock Exchange in 1894
and any hope of a stable middle class life was at an end.
The earliest album opens with a letter by Eily’s mother to a past acquaintance, Ernest Budgeon, manager of
the Empire Theatre of New Cross, a letter which importantly bore results. In his reply of December 28th
1908 he states ‘I was pleased to hear from you, and if in reply, if you care to bring your daughter across on
Monday next to our Rehearsal at, say 12.30, I shall be pleased to hear her voice, and also to renew our
acquaintance of Putney… .’
On the 8th of February, 1909 she was already on the stage at the Empire with a tryout that she hoped would
impress the ‘Officials’ of the Moss and Stoll theatre syndicates. Also on the bill that that very night were Fred
Karno’s troupe with the young ‘Chas. Chaplin’. Her real debut happened quicker than Eily could ever have
hoped for a few days later ‘Miss Edna Morgan (Late Principal Boy of the Broadway Pantomime) being
indisposed, her place is being taken by Miss Eily Beadell (Ballad Vocalist).’ Karno’s troupe was still doing their
act and doubtless they all rubbed shoulders in the dressing rooms.
From this point Eily began to establish her career and started to paste
programmes and press cutting as a record of the progress she was making.
Being something new to the theatrical boards she generally stars as one of
the opening acts by singing popular ballads of the day. Her act went on at a
progression of now lost theatres: The Empire, Camberwell; Queen’s Palace
Poplar; Waltham Green Granville; Brixton Empress; Restaurant Maxim;
Margate Hippodrome, and other such palaces of variety that were to
become her regular stomping ground. By 1913 she knew that her act as a
vocalist would have to change to stay fresh to both audience and managers.
Under the name Lena Verdi she tried a song and mimicry act at the
Edmonton Empire but in the end her act stabilised around the title ‘Eily
Beadell The dainty contralto and a Grand Piano’.
The second album includes her career through the war years. In August
1914 her career hit a hiatus for several months and like many other
entertainers was not really back into its stride again until the following year.
Her format changed again into something like a concert party when she
threw in her lot with three other entertainers under the by-line ‘Miss Eily
Beadell presents the Four Stars In a refined vocal interlude.’
She unfortunately got entangled with Horatio Bottomley by providing
a matinee for the rather nasty Anti-German League that hoped to
‘eradicate the curse of Germanism.’ Some dubious cheque signing by
one Edward John Balsir Chatterton alias Hennequin, got him hauled
into court. Eily gave her evidence for the prosecution and comes
across as an innocent unworldly bystander (we hope). The case was
seemingly adjourned, glossed over and sorted out behind closed
doors. She has mostly excised references to this dubious
entanglement in her scrapbooks. Her career continued during the
1920’s and from the numerous contracts appears to have moved
from being an entertainer to something of a quasi manager through
until the 1940’s.
The third album records the major money spinning event of her life.
Eily suddenly hit her pot of gold when she and her friend Nelly
Tollerton together wrote a song. They entered their song into the
1945 ‘Write-A-Tune Contest’ promoted by the Hammersmith Palais
Ltd and took the first prize of £1,000. Their joint effort, Cruising
Down the River, became an instant hit and the two ladies, who were
generally described by the press as ‘a couple of spinsters’ or ‘two
middle-aged women’ started receiving royalty cheques of hundreds of
pounds during the harsh post war austerity years. Much of this album

is given over to the promotion and publicity of the song. It was not only a hit in 1945 but also a hit in the US
in 1949 when Billboard charts that Russ Morgan hit lasting 22 weeks and Blue Barron another 19 week stint of
success, with both recordings reaching the coveted number one slot. The song was even used for a film of the
same name staring Audrey Totter and Dick Haymes, the latter as a New York night club crooner who inherits
a broken-down Georgia showboat; a boy meets girl, looses girl and gets her back again thing.
Other documents include her will, in which she left the royalties of her song to the Performing Rights Society
Members Fund, photographs and other memorabilia right down to the location of her grave in section 66 row
2 in Kensel Green Cemetery.

RACING THROUGH THE METROPOLIS

6.
[BOARD GAME]. A RIDE THROUGH LONDON. New Panoramic Game. Published by J.A.
Reeves, Dartford, Kent. [c. 1855].
£ 650
Hand-coloured lithograph on two joined sheets, folding into a pictorial hand-coloured lithographed cover, the
winding panoramic track extending to 112 cm represents a road from Tower Hill to Buckingham Palace,
lacking, as often, the counters, the six cards numbered 1-6, and the five letter cards, A -E; repaired at one
joint; little worn; the covers lightly soiled and worn; else very good.
A scarce London race game with the players starting out from Tower Hill and finishing up at Buckingham
Palace, ‘the town residence of the Queen’. Enroute players encounter ‘The Tower’, ‘Royal Exchange’, St.
Paul’s’, ‘General Post Office’, ‘Temple Bar’, ‘British Museum’, ‘National Gallery’, ‘Horse Guards’ and
‘Westminster Abbey’ being careful to avoid prison, hospital and various forfeits along the way, dependent on a
spin of a tee-totum.
Rare: the V. & A. possess a copy, but their example is uncoloured.
STIRRING ADVENTURE STORY FOR BOYS

7.
BOWMAN, Anne. THE BOY VOYAGERS; or, the Pirates of the East …
London: Routledge, Warne & Routledge, 1859.
£ 250
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 406; with wood-engraved frontispiece and seven plates;
original blue publisher’s cloth, the spine and covers blocked in blind and gilt, lightly rubbed,
but still a very good copy.
‘Anne Bowman was an English novelist who wrote adventure stories for boys set in exotic
places…[she] wrote such stirring tales as The castaways, or the adventures of a family in the

wilds of Africa; The young exiles, or the wild tribes of the north; The boy voyagers, or the
pirates of the east; Among the tartar tents of the lost fathers; The bear hunters of the Rocky
Mountains; and The young yachtsman: of the wreck of the Gypsy. Her books were obviously
popular with both her American audience and an English and Australian readership, and were
produced in several editions during the 1850s and 1860s’ (https://www.nla.gov.au/blogs/).
OCLC records four copies, all in the UK, at the BL, NLS, Oxford and Cambridge.

THE TRAGEDY OF TWO LONDON STREET CRIERS

8.
[BRADLEY, Edward]. THE RATCATCHER’S DAUGHTER, Illustrated and Dedicated (with
permission) to The Honourable ……… by Γ. London: James Bohn, 12, King St. West Strand. [c.
1842].
£ 650
FIRST EDITION. Lithographed title and seven leaves of text, together with eight illustrations after Miss

Brigstocke, all lithographed by Day and Hague; and printed on one side only; stitched as issued in
contemporary cloth backed brown boards; a very good copy.
Rare first edition of this story in verse, telling of the tragic love affair between two London street criers.
‘They both agreed to married be
Upon next Easter Sunday,
But Ratcatcher’s Daughter she had a dream,
She vould’nt be alive on Monday,
So she vent vunce more to buy some Sprats,
And she tumbled into the Vater,
And down to the bottom, all smothered in mud,
Vent the pretty little Ratcatcher’s Daughter!’ (Verse 6th).
Bradley uses a form of mock Cockney slang with some apparently Jewish idioms - the suggestion of a wedding
on Easter Sunday and the lowly employment of the two protagonist may also be a pointer to the authors
assumptions in this unusual verse.
OCLC records three copies, at Stanford, Indiana and Brown.
TO ‘PROVIDE THE YOUNG PUPIL, WITH AN EASY DICTIONARY’

9.
[BUDDEN, Maria Elizabeth]. A KEY TO KNOWLEDGE or, Things in Common use. Simply
and shortly explained: in a series of dialogues. Written by a mother, author of Always Happy. - First
Book for Children. &c. &c. London: Printed for J. Harris, 1814.
£ 225
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. viii, 172 pages; with engraved frontispiece; lightly foxed in places; in the original
quarter red roan over marbled boards, spine lettered and ruled in gilt, light rubbed, but still a very good copy.
Uncommon first edition of Maria Budden’s Key to Knowledge, that has, in a series of dialogues, a mother
educating her daughter ‘with simple elucidation’, on ‘the several articles of daily use and daily consumption’.
The contents page tabulates over a hundred items are discussed, including beaver-hats, chocolate, Indian
rubber, liquorice, sealing-wax, whalebone and wine, to name but a few.

‘In the following pages an attempt has been made to … provide for the young pupil, an easy dictionary, which
he can apply for information, respecting the objects that continually surround him. To give a short, a simple,
and correct answer, to youthful inquiry, is all that is here intended, the abstruser eludications of art, and the
deeper investigations of science were equally beyond the scope and the ability of the author’ (p. v).
Maria Elizabeth Budden (1780?-1832) was one of the most prolific and best-selling children’s authors of the first
half of the nineteenth century. Her present work proved enormously popular, reaching its 11th edition by 1841.
Moon 77; Cf. Gumuchian 3502; OCLC records six copies in North America, at UCLA, Florida, Indiana,
Princeton, Ohio State and the Morgan library.
THE ACTIVITIES OF AN ANTI-SLAVERY CAMPAIGNER

10. BUXTON [married name JOHNSTON], Priscilla. EXTRACTS FROM
JOHNSTON’S JOURNAL AND LETTER. Carlisle: Charles Thurnam and Sons. 1862.

PRISCILLA
£ 150

FIRST EDITION. Small 4to, pp. vii, [1], 203, [1] imprint; with four anastatic

plates and four mounted albumen photographs including a frontispiece and a
tail-piece; lightly foxed in places; original brown cloth, blocked in black, and
spine with title in gilt, minor wear, but still a very good copy.
An uncommon and interesting diary that includes the account of Priscilla
Buxton’s important involvement in the anti-slavery movement.
‘Priscilla Buxton’s historical importance lies in her activities as an anti-slavery
campaigner. Until her marriage in 1834, she acted as her father’s [Sir
Thomas Fowell Buxton, first baronet (1786–1845)] main confidante and
assistant during the period when he was leader of the parliamentary
campaign for the abolition of British colonial slavery. …[she] was also an
important activist in her own right, promoting national female anti-slavery
initiatives. In 1832 she became co-secretary of the London Female AntiSlavery Society and in 1833 she was involved in organizing the national ladies’
anti-slavery petition to parliament: her name, together with that of Amelia
Opie (1769–1853), headed the list of 187,000 signatories. The petition was presented to both houses: she
described how it needed two men to carry each of the rolls of signatures, which ‘were like two great feather
beds’ and which were presented ‘among loud laughing and cheers’ (P. Buxton to S. M. Buxton, 16 May 1833,
Oxford, Rhodes House, Buxton MSS). It was the largest anti-slavery petition ever presented to parliament
and its presentation was carefully timed to coincide with the debate which was to mark the successful
culmination of the parliamentary anti-slavery campaign.’ [ODNB]
OCLC locates eight copies, four in UK at the BL, Cambridge, Essex and Newcastle universities; and in the US
at Princeton, Michigan, Duke and Flora Lamson Hewlett Library.

‘THE PRIME SOURCE FOR BYRON’S RECEPTION IN EUROPE’ – CARDWELL

11. BYRON, George Gordon, Lord. OEUVRES, traduites de l’anglais. Paris, P.N. Rougeron for
Ladvocat, 1819 [-21].
£ 3,850
FIRST FRENCH TRANSLATION. Ten volumes., 12mo; complete with all the half-titles; occasional light

browning; volumes I and II with some brown staining; p. 23 of vol. VI with a printing flaw resulting in the
shifting of several words and some minor impairment of text; overall a very attractive set in contemporary
green morocco-backed boards; tips of a few corners a bit bumped or a little worn.
Extremely rare first edition of the first French translation of Byron’s Works, and including Le Vampire.
‘Byron’s life and writing appealed to the younger French generation that came of age during the repressive
Restoration, “the French generation of 1820”. For this generation of young French Romantics, Byron was an
individual in revolt against society, and Byronisme in France has been defined as just that.
‘Unlike the heroes of the neoclassical age, Byron appealed to a generation that had seen idealism turn sour and
had replaced self-sacrifice for the good of society with self-gratification as the prime reality. Byron had political
appeal as well: like Napoléon, whom he admired greatly and to whom he dedicated several poems, he was an
exile from his native land. Numerous French critics mentioned this aspect in Byron’s career, for “exiled by
England” carried an attractive cachet in France. Although the Romantic fad for all things English was general in
France throughout the early nineteenth century, although Shakespeare and Sir Walter Scott were admired, it was
Byron who was adored. “Mazeppa” was more esteemed and more influential in France than in England where the
poem was roundly condemned as immoral. While “Mazeppa” may be symbolic of the man of genius who suffers
for his art, it clearly did not escape Byron’s contemporaries that it was also quite literally the story of a man sent
into exile as punishment for adultery, and that it was, at least in part, an apologia for Byron’s own life. As one
English critic wrote: “When we sympathize with suffering virtue, we are excited to follow a noble example, and
when we are unintentionally made to sympathize with an offender, by a poet of so high an order as Lord Byron,
there’s a hazard that our sense of his offence may be proportionally diminished.”
‘The first French translator of Byron, Amédée Pichot, in his “Essay on the Genius and the Character of Lord
Byron” counterattacked: “Some of the men who look for shameful motives everywhere, and they are
numerous in today’s England, have cried out that Lord Byron wants to sanctify adultery and incest.” Pichot
defended the poet: “Lord Byron has identified himself with his writing, much of which is like a mirror
reflecting all his moods, that the critic really ought to make sure he is being objective before making judgments
that condemn the man at the same time as the poet’” (Patricia Mainardi, Husbands, Wives, and Lovers:
Marriage and its Discontents in Nineteenth-Century France, p. 186).

Printed in the year of the original English – and in its first appearance in the
New Monthly Magazine likewise attributed to Byron – Le Vampire (here
contained in volume II and apparently translated by Pichot’s co-translator,
Eusèbe de Salle) is followed by a note on the story’s origin, describing
Byron’s sojourn at Geneva, and his encounter with the Russian Countess
Breuss and her distinguished circles, and his telling the story of the vampire
during one of their soirées. Well aware of the dispute regarding the work’s
authorship, the translator continues: ‘L’editeur de cette Nouvelle qui était
present s’empressa de la rédiger dès qu’il fut rentré chez lui. Les Anglais ont
dû regretter qu’il n’ait pu conserver partourt les propres expressions de
Lord Byron. C’est pour cela sans doute qu’elle est généralement regardée
comme apocryphe en Angleterre; mais elle ne le sera plus dans une autre
langue, parce qu’un traducteur ne peut espérer de conserver le style de
l’auteur, mais seulement les pensées.’
Comparison between this original translation of Le Vampire and the
translator’s note and, for example, the versions contained in the editions of
1822 (the fourth) and that of 1830, show both to be much altered each time.
Additionally, the note now names Polidori as the ‘editor’ of the piece and, in
the 1822 edition, mentions the end of Pichot’s collaboration with de Salle for
having ‘pretended’ this to be translation of a work by Byron. Omitted from
the second edition, the publisher, Ladvocat, explains the reinsertion of the
piece as to thus please the wishes of numerous subscribers.
Another – in our opinion rather laboured – French translation, by Henry Faber, was published by Chaumerot
in Paris in the same year as de Salle’s.
Amédée Pichot, received his doctorate in medicine at Montpellier in 1817, to then turn towards literature and
the history of English literature in particular. He edited the Mercure du XIXe siècle, the Revue de Paris and
the Revue britannique from 1840. A prolific translator, he notably translated Byron’s Works (in collaboration
with Eusèbe de Salle), as well as a number of works by Charles Dickens, William Makepeace Thackeray, and
Edward Bulwer-Lytton.

Biographie Universelle vol. 59, p. 500; not in Vicaire. This first translation of Byron’s Works is extremely rare:
OCLC locates copies at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Biblioteca Nacional de España, Montpellier, and
Zurich, together with a single location for the UK, at the National Library of Scotland (acquired in 2008);
there appear to be no copies recorded for North America. Subsequent editions are much altered, including
the prefatory material.
SMALL ARCHIVE OF A SUFFOLK STATIONER & PRINTER

12. [CANN STATIONERS & PRINTERS]. SMALL ARCHIVE OF MATERIAL RELATING TO
CANN STATIONERS & PRINTERS in Harleston, Norfolk, [c. 1868-1938].
Comprising :
I.
A red and black printed card [9 x 11.5 cms.] T.S. Cann, Printer, Harleston, 1868, “…
T.S. Cann begs to announce that his display of Goods suitable for Valentine Presents is now available
…” The verso carries a list of stocked goods ranging from Writing Desks, Photograph Albums,
Rimmel’s Perfumed Valentines, etc., to Life-Size Dolls.”
II.
A one page printed flyer dated Nov. 20th 1886, announcing that Robert R. Cann has
taken over the family firm, established 75 years previously (i.e. ca. 1812). The heading details the
firm’s activities as “Bookselling Stationary, and General Fancy Repository, Market Place, Harleston.
III.
A blue-printed poster [28 x 23 cms.] on pink paper, with red ornamental borders,
announcing, “R.R. Cann … Christmas and New Year’s Show. On View … a very large assortment of
Japanese and Fancy Goods, Season Cards, Books, Games, Dolls, Toys, and the Latest Novelties …”
dated Nov. 28th, 1896. With imprint at the foot for R.R. Cann Machine Printer.
IV.
A finely printed (in purple and gold) small poster by “Cann. Typ.”, [24 x 20 cms.], inviting
‘inspection of his extensive and varied stock of goods appropriate to the coming season, amongst
which will be found an immense variety of Christmas and New Year cards” etc. [n.d., c. 1890].

V.
A fine, semi-transparent poster on ‘oriental’ paper for T.S.Cann, with his imprint, c. 1890,
with printed text and green stencilled border, announcing “Valentines!” and varieties of goods on
offer. A delicate and rare survival, with some folds and wrinkling.
VI.
A humorous postcard printed in red and black, entitled “Claim For Old Age Pension.”
[n.d., c. 1900].
VII. An ALS from Robert Cann on official R.R. Cann stationary: “Progressive Printing works,
Library, and General Fancy Repository, Harleston. Bookseller, Stationer, and Music Seller. Printer,
Bookbinder, and Account Book Maker. Wool and Fancy Goods Warehouseman. Newsagent, &c. [30
August 1903].
VIII. A small archive of material relating to R.E. Cann’s departure from the district in 1938
(first attempted in 1933), including the auction catalogue (partly marked up with prices) for the house
contents of the family home, which was called Selborne House (the other side of the London Road
from the Canns’ shop in Market Place), including the agents printed 1933 map of the “Selborne
Estate,” and a small photo of the house. .
£ 450
Curious collection of material relating to Cann Stationers & Printers of Harleston in Norfolk. Whilst only a
small number of items, one still gets a real sense of how the business progressed and expanded during the
latter decades of the nineteenth century, from a ‘Fancy Stationer’ and ‘Dealer in Bijouterie & Fancy goods’, to
a ‘Progressive Printing works, Library, and General Fancy Repository … Bookseller, Stationer, and Music
Seller. Printer, Bookbinder, and Account Book Maker. Wool and Fancy Goods Warehouseman. Newsagent,
&c.’ in the early twentieth century.
‘A MOST INTERESTING AND WELL-WRITTEN LITTLE BOOK’

13. CHAPMAN, Priscilla. HINDOO FEMALE EDUCATION … Published by R.B. Seeley and W.
Burnside; and sold by L. and G. Seeley, Fleet Street, London. 1839.
£ 850
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 175, [1] blank, [6] advertisements; with four lithographed plates; lightly foxed in
places, due to paper stock; in the original green publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt, short split to lower
joint and some light rubbing to extremities, otherwise a very good copy.
Scarce first edition of this fascinating and detailed account of Indian women and children in the early
nineteenth century, their homes, lifestyles, physical attributes, and the efforts made to educate them and
orphans into writing and reading their own language, teaching them the Gospels, as well as some English,
useful crafts, and providing them with a secure home and background, by dedicated English women in India.

‘A most interesting and well-written little book, containing an account of the efforts made by some English
ladies to form a system of Education for the Hindoo girls. How much it was needed, these pages too well
declare: the account of the custom of sacrificing female children, is told in most appalling language at p. 12.
Very recently, twenty girls in one boat on the Hoogly, destined for incarceration in a Mussulman’s house, have
been placed in liberty; and in the district bordering on the Goomsar territory, a number of victims of both
sexes, held in bondage till the fit time of sacrifice, were delivered. It is the purport of this inhuman rite to
propitiate their deities. We earnestly beg our readers to procure this volume, for which we lament that want
of space and time precludes our making the copious extracts we could wish. The name of Mrs. Wilson, and
her devotion to her arduous undertaking, will be remembered in India with blessings by thousands whom her
efforts have saved from ignorance, vice and ruin’ (The Gentleman’s Magazine, vol. XII, July 1839, p. 515).
According to the preface, the Baptist Missionary W. Ward brought the ‘degraded and neglected state of
females in India’ to the attention of the women of Liverpool in 1821, resulting in the Ladies Society for
Promoting Female Education in India being born shortly thereafter and probably modelling itself after the The
Society for Promoting Native Female Education in China and the East that had already been formed. The
object was, of course, to introduce Christianity as well as to ameliorate the lives of women. Unfortunately we
have been unable to find any further information on the life of Priscilla Chapman and this appears to be her
only book.
OCLC records three copies, at the BL, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek and
Edinburgh University library.
WHIST “REDUCED TO ITS TRUE PRINCIPLES”

14. CHERADAME, Félix. LE WISTH (aux tricks doubles)
ramené a ses véritables principes. Méthode pour l’apprendre en
peu de temps et pour le jouer avec succès … Bruxelles, Librairie
Encyclopédique de Perichon, 1849.
£ 285
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vi, 7-36, 18 advertisements, with separate
eight page advertising brochure stitched in at end; spotting and foxing
throughout; in the original printed yellow wrappers; some wear and loss
to spine, and wraps soiled.
First edition of this uncommon guide to whist, ‘reduced to its true
principles.’

‘This little work, if it is destined to make any noise in the world of serious players, will owe its reputation less
to the author’s merit than to the violence of the criticisms of which he expects to be the object.
‘In fact, the author has just completely reversed the old system of the game of whist, in order to substitute a
new one, more in tune with the true principles of the game (as we hope to show).
‘We are particularly keen to teach the game in a short time (in some sort of mechanical manner), a reasonable
and desirable aim even when it is impossible to hope to achieve it amidst the chaos of books on the subject, of
all types and at all prices…’ (translation of the Avis de l’auteur).
OCLC records one copy in North America, at Nevada.
‘AROUSING YOUNG FEMALES TO A SENSE OF THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES’

15. COPLEY, Esther. FEMALE EXCELLENCE; or, hints to daughters. Designed for their use from
the time of leaving school till their settlement in life. By a Mother. London: The Religious Tract
Society; Instituted 1799. Depositories, 56, Paternoster Row, 65, St. Paul’s Churchyard, and 164,
Piccadilly; and sold by the Booksellers. 1838.
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. viii, 224; lightly foxed or spotted in places,

otherwise clean throughout; uncut in the original green blindstamped
publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt, lightly rubbed to extremities,
otherwise an excellent copy.
Scarce first edition of this guide for young ladies by Esther Copley,
published ‘in the hope of arousing young females to a sense of their
responsibilities, and of rendering them some assistance in the intelligent,
faithful, and successful discharge of their duties’ (p. 3). The work, full of
moral and practical guidance, is set out over seven chapters, under such
headings as ‘The personal habits of young females’, ‘The young female in
her employments’ and ‘The young female anticipating matrimonial
engagements’.
The prolific London-born writer Esther Copley (1786–1851) published
tales for children, tracts, works on domestic economy, religious history
and biography, many by the useful vehicle of The Religious Tract Society.
OCLC records four copies in North America, at UCLA, Louisana State,
Pittsburgh and the Raynor Memorial library at Marquette University.
‘FRANCE IS MERRY, FRANCE IS GAY,
FRANCE DELIGHTS IN HOLYDAY’

16. [CREWDSON, Ellen?]. THE COUNTRIES OF EUROPE, and the Manners and Customs of its
Various Nations. In easy and entertaining verse for children. With sixteen illustrative embellishments.
London, Dean and Munday. [n.d., c. 1846].
£ 285
SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. 53; including eight engraved plates with two images per plate; in the original

blindstamped publisher’s cloth, expertly rebacked, upper board lettered in gilt, cloth lightly sunned, new
endpapers; with neat presentation inscription on recto of frontispiece dated ‘Xmas 46’.
Scarce simplistic, but nevertheless very desirable, guide in verse to The Countries of Europe for children, but
specifically young girls, ‘by a lady’, possibly Ellen Crewdson.
‘Once, many thousand years ago,
That town [Pompeii] was full, like ours,
Of people, little girls like you,
And of fountains, baths, and flowers.
But a shower of fiery ashes fell,
From Vesuvius on the place;
And buried it deep beneath the ground,
Till there was not left a trace’ (Italy, pp. 22-23)

Seventeen countries are put to verse, each charmingly illustrated giving a visual representation of the manner
or custom of that country. Examples include a Scotsmen in tartan playing his bagpipes, an Irish lady preparing
‘a Scanty Meal in the Cabin’, Portuguese ‘Vine Gatherers’, and the rather macabre scene for Iceland of a seal
being caught and fish dried with an erupting volcano in the background.
We have been unable to identify the exact year of the printing of the first edition, but it is presumably close to
that of second (1846), which is implied from the entry for Dean in Todd, W.B. Directory of Printers, and from
dated inscription on flyleaf.
OCLC records two copies in North America, at Florida and Indiana.
LADY’S GUIDE

17. D’ANCOURT, Abbé. THE LADY’S PRECEPTOR. Or, a letter to a young lady of distinction
upon politeness. Taken from the French of the Abbe D’Ancourt, and adapted to the religion,
customs, and manners of the English nation. By a Gentleman of Cambridge … London: printed for J.
Watts: and sold by B. Dod at the Bible and Key in Ave-Mary-Lane, 1743.
£ 450
FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. 8vo, pp. [viii], 69, [3] advertisements; some
minor marking and foxing in places, otherwise clean; in contemporary calf,
spine tooled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, some rubbing to
joints and extremities, but still a very good copy.
First edition in English of this attractive little work full of guidance, more
moral than practical, to the social situations in which a lady of gentle birth
might find herself: ‘Of Politeness in General’, ‘Of Behaviour at Church’, ‘Of
Flattery and Servility’, ‘Of being too Inquisitive’, ‘Of Whispering and
Laughing in Company’, ‘Of Houswifry and Frugality’, ‘Of the Choice and
Entertainment of Books’ - these are just a few of the more than fifty topics
covered.
‘In conversing with Books, we may choose our company, and disengage
without ceremony or exception; we need not undergo the Penance of a
dull story from a coxcomb of figure; but may shake off the haughty, the
impertinent and the vain at pleasure: Besides, authors, like you ladies,
generally dress when they make a visit’ (p. 62).
Abbe d’Ancourt, whose first name does not seem to be known, is a
mysterious character and may even be a convenient fiction: no other work
of his was translated into English, and no French edition (indeed, no work

in French of any kind) is listed in the British Library or OCLC. There is no particular French flavour to the
work, and it may be noted that the dedication to Princess Augusta is signed ‘The Author’.
OCLC records copies in North America at UCLA, Chicago, Harvard, Minnesota, Vassar College and NYPL.

MINUTE BOOK OF ‘ONE OF THE OLDEST CYCLING ORGANISATIONS IN THE NORTH’

18. [DARLINGTON BICYCLE CLUB]. COMMITTEE MINUTE BOOK, including much ephemera
relating to meets, social gatherings and more. [Darlington]. 31st January 1910 - 31st January 1917.
£ 1,250
8vo [23 x 18cm], 125 ruled leaves filled with a combination of manuscript minutes and tipped in letters, flyers
and various other ephemera; in a contemporary limp glazed black cloth, head and tail chipped, upper joint
cracked but holding, extremities rubbed.
Splendid original Minute book of the Darlington Bicycle Club, ‘one of the oldest cycling organisations in the
north’, giving a fascinating insight in to the workings of an early cycling club.
Covering the period between 1909 and 1917, the volume includes minutes of meetings, printed agenda’s and
‘Club Runs’ for each year, as well dinner menu’s, invites to Billiard Matches, Whist Drives, Socials & Dances,
‘Suppers & Smokers’, and pasted in manuscript letters, newspaper clippings and balance sheets. The volume
covers a fascinating period of change, not only brought on by the Great War (which certainly unsettled the
club and as one might expect is referred to in the Minutes) but also with the club agreeing to form a ‘Motor
Section’ in January 1915, a tipped in newspaper clipping hoping ‘that motocyclists and motorists generally will
give the new club every assistance and attend the meeting’. It is also interesting to note that the club had a
‘Ladies’ Section, referred to throughout the Minutes, showing the popularity of cycling amongst women as
well as men.
UNRECORDED?

19. [DARTON & Co]. DARTON’S HOLIDAY SCRAP BOOK, with Illustrations Printed in Oil
Colours after Celebrated Artists. [cover title] London: Darton & Co., Holborn Hill. [Leighton Bros.
Printers]. MDCCCLV [1855].
£ 950
FIRST EDITION. Folio [37.5 x 27.5 cm], 20 unnumbered leaves, backed in linen and printed on rectos only, with
81 oil coloured wood engravings depicting a variety of subjects; original green roan backed printed boards, the
upper cover with a onlaid chromolithogrpah of an ostrich printed by Leighton Brothers; inscribed on endpaper
‘Eliza Wilkinson from her affection Uncle W. Wilkinson, January 1st 1855’ [a memory slip for 1856, we think].

A rare, perhaps unique, example of one of Darton’s large scale works produced to entertain the children of
comfortably off families.
The illustrations for the work were apparently reused from previously issued Darton works, although we have
failed to find the series of eight vivid and sometimes cruel scenes of slavery depicted over two leaves. Other
scenes include a variety of morally uplifting subjects including the royal family, English pastoral scenes and
historical events of the heroic or self sacrificing variety. Not to be
too educational Darton has also included topical and entertaining
subjects of the day as the Australian gold rush, nightmares,
animals of the world: including a kangaroo, zebra and Bengal tiger,
together with the more familiar rabbit, badger and dormouse.
An advert for the work appeared in Bent’s Literary Advertiser
and Register of Books Engravings, Etc. for 1855 p. 213. ‘Darton’s
Holiday Scrap Book, complete, with nearly 100 Illustrations,
printed in Oil Colours from Designs by Absolon, Gilbert, Weir,
Browne, and the most popular artists of the day. Price 6s 6d,
strongly half-bound and interleaved. - Also as an Indestructible
Book on Linen. 10s 6d. This is the best indestructible book
published, as the plates may be cleaned with water without
destroying the brilliancy of the colours, &c’. Thankfully nobody
has tried to apply these washing directions which are also printed
for good measure at the foot of the upper cover. Also the ‘nearly
100 illustrations’ can be forgiven as some over zealous puff for
the 81 actually included.
Our copy of Darton’s Holiday Scrap Book does not conform to
either copy under this title given in the Darton bibliography H332 ([1859]) and H333 (1854). If anything, it appears to be a slightly larger and earlier example of H332
however without any imprint as their described in the copy at Toronto. Probably this being the 10s 6s edition
it may have been altered in order to be more attractive to potential buyers.
OCLC records two similar, but apparently not identical works, at Toronto and the BL.

ROBINSON CRUSOE IN STOCKHOLM

20. [DEFOE, Daniel]. ROBINSON CRUSOE’S hogst markwardiga Lefnad, Resor … Stockholm,
tryct i Wennlundska Boktryckeriet. 1826.
£ 300
8vo, pp. [ii], 92; with engraved frontispiece (see below right); uncut and stitched as issued in contemporary
wraps, titled in ink on upper wrapper and spine; a very good copy.
Rare Swedish edition of Defoe’s best known work, first published in 1719.
The first Swedish translation appeared in 1745 under title: Ett kort uttog af then engelska Robinson Crouses
… lefvernes beskrifning, with the second and third editions (also published in Stockholm) in 1752 and 1772
respectively under title Den engelska Robinson Crusoes underliga och sällsamma resor. On the title of the
present edition it states “Andra Upplagan”. We were unable to find another edition under same title
orcompare the text with that of previous editions, so are unsure whether the present copy is a new
translation, or a reissue by this publisher admits to knowing of only one previous edition. This certainly bares
out on OCLC, which only locates the 1752 edition.
OCLC records two copies, at the National library of Sweden and Michigan.

… AND ON TO IPSWICH

21. [DEFOE, Daniel]. THE LIFE AND STRANGE SURPRISING ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
CRUSOE, of York, Mariner: Who lived Eight and Twenty Years all alone in an uninhabited Island on
the Coast of America, near the Mouth of the Great River Oroonoque; having been cast on Shore by
Shipwreck, wherein all the Men perished but himself. With an Account how he was at last as
strangely delivered by Pirates. Written by Himself. Ipswich: Printed and sold by J. Raw, and sold also
by Hurst, Chance, and Co., 1828.
£ 285
FIRST IPSWICH EDITION. 12mo, pp. iv, [ii], 277, [1] ‘Directions for the Binder’; with frontispiece and six

woodcuts; some foxing in places, stronger to prelims, otherwise mostly clean throughout; in the original green
publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt, lightly rubbed, but still a very appealing copy.
Rare first Ipswich printing of Defoe’s best known work (first 1719), enhanced by seven woodcuts in the style
of Thomas Bewick.
‘Despite its simple narrative style, Robinson Crusoe was well received in the literary world and is often
credited as marking the beginning of realistic fiction as a literary genre. It is generally seen as a contender for

the first English novel. Before the end of 1719, the book had already run through four editions, and it has gone
on to become one of the most widely published books in history, spawning numerous imitations in film,
television and radio that its name was used to define a genre, Robinsonade’ (Wikipedia).
OCLC records five copies, at Michigan, Emory, Yale, National library of Australia and the BL.
RARE VAMPIRE PARODY

22. [DICKENS]. ROYAL POLYADELPHIAN THEATRE. This Present Evening, Friday, 22 February
1839, will be performed an entirely New Tragedy, written expressly for the occasion , by Sir Edward
Lytton Bulwer, and being for The Benefit of Miss SNEVELICCI!… Bulwer’s Last The Vampire Host,
The Speechless Maiden of Palermo… [n.d., c.1840].
£ 850
Printed broadside [28.5 x 23 cm]; old folds, otherwise in remarkably fresh condition.

An unrecorded parody purporting to be a bill poster advertising a play written by Sir Edward Lytton Bulwer and
acted by the fictional troupe of players described in Dickens’ The Life and Adventures of Nicholas Nickleby.
The date on the playbill of 22 February 1839 is interesting as Nicholas Nickleby had taken leave of the troupe
players in chapter 30, (issued in December, 1838) at Portsmouth. By February 1839 Miss Snevelicci and the
various members of the Crummles Family were on tour, or more probably just arrived in London for the
actors make their brief reappearance in chapter 40, (issued March 1839) just as they are making their
preparations for their emigration to America. One can only surmise that the Benefit was to help finance the
fictional voyage across the Atlantic.
There is, however, no specific work with a Vampire in Lynton-Bulwer’s writings, although plenty of gothic, so
why was the playbill produced, and why the careful recording of the date, and what if anything did Dickens or
Lytton-Bulwer have to do with it. In fact there are more questions than answers.
Yet there is something in it, although we cannot pin it down, for as Leslie Mitchell relates in his biography of
Bulwer Lytton:- ‘There should, for example, have been the strongest links between Lytton and Charles
Dickens. Both men frequented the Gore House set, and both trusted Forster as their man of business. They
sat on committees and on the boards of trusts designed to help their fellow writers. They collaborated on

plays, and defended “Newgate” novel writing. Lytton acted as godfather to one of Dickens’s sons, who was
grandiloquently christened Edward Bulwer Lytton Dickens. According to a near relation, Dickens “never had a
warmer, more generous, ungrudging appreciator and admirer as he had in Lord Lytton”. Unfortunately, even
association on so many levels was no guarantee that friendship would develop smoothly. Lytton could not
overcome the feeling that Dickens was a rival who was “destined to eclipse him”, not because he was a better
writer but because he was the darling of the critics. His novels were always acclaimed while “so little favour
[was] shewn to me”. Lytton was jealous of the commercial success that Dickens enjoyed. It came so easily,
while his had to be fought for. “Dickens is going to ‘read’ in Australia in the summer. Expects to get 10,000 or
12,000 by it. I dined with him in Paris, and a very bad dinner he gave me.” Lytton sometimes praised a novel
by Dickens, sometimes mixed faint appreciation with heavy criticism, and sometimes rejected works outright.
The Old Curiosity Shop had “snatches of the most exquisite truth and poetry”, but A Christmas Carol was
“overrated”, and Barnaby Rudge “does not seem to me so good in character”. In the last years of his life
jealousy and complaints about ill-usage led Lytton to abandon his old friend. He told his son that he had “deep
cause for complaint against Dickens … But a Man is never that which People think him. Dickens is not a great
fellow. He wants heart and is a great humbug.” To take the chair at a dinner in honour of his rival was torture:
“I am just come from taking the chair at Dickens dinner. It was not a pleasant position for me to go into the
hornet’s nest of my enemies his special friends are. They think to ignore or deny me advances him, and I
suspect that he sanctions that policy.” In a sense, this fear of Dickens was justified. The novels of Dickens have
retained their popularity while those of Lytton have not. He was eclipsed by his rival. But it was not
reasonable to attribute this fact to some preconceived conspiracy. Nor was it worth the loss of a close friend.’
(Mitchell, Bulwer Lytton: The Rise and Fall of a Victorian Man of Letters, 2003, p. 119).
WRITTEN IN A SERIES OF APHORISMS

23. DONNANT, Denis François. LE CONTEMPLATIF, ou Pensees libres sur la morale, la politique
et la philosophie … A Paris, chez Batilliot jeune, Libraire, rue Haute Feuille … An IX. (1803). £ 285
FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 12mo, pp. xxiv, 167, [1]
advertisement; with initial blank removed; some foxing and browning in
places, mainly light, but stronger on pp. 53-55, otherwise a clean copy
throughout; uncut and partially unopened in the original publisher’s wraps,
spine with remains of printed label, some surface wear and rubbing to
extremities, nevertheless, still an appealing copy, inscribed by the author
on the half-title.
First edition of this collection of reflexions on philosophical, political, and
ethical matters, by the statistician and philosopher Denis François
Donnant.
Writing in a series of aphorisms, Donnant studies the character of the
philosopher, noting the fact that the moral philosopher is often the most
amoral human being. He goes on to cover poetry, lying, moral and physical
illness, atheism, friendship, and other subjects. These aphorisms are
followed by two more extended essays, on the subject of imitation and on
human knowledge.
Donnant is best known today for his Statistical Account of the United
States of America, translated into English by William Playfair.
OCLC records just one copy only, at the BNF.
FOR USE AT MR. AMBLER’S ACADEMY

24. [DUNNETT, Mr.]. THE POETIC RECITER, or Beauties of Eminent Poets, adapted for
Recitation in Academies, selected and delivered by Mr. Dunnett, lecturer on Oratory …. Canterbury:
Printed by G. Wood, Bookseller, Stationer … 1822.
[bound after:] [DUNNETT, Mr.]. DEBATE ON THE CHARACTER OF JULIUS CAESAR. Written for
the improvement of youth in, the art of public speaking, and delivered in the Guildhall Canterbury, by

the young gentlemen of Mr. Ambler’s Academy, under the direction of Mr. Dunnett, public reader of
poetry, and teacher of elocution. Canterbury: Printed by G. Wood, Bookseller, Stationer … 1822.
£ 250
FIRST EDITIONS. Two works in one volume, 8vo, pp. 48; 48; lightly dust-soiled throughout, one corner of
each title with minor loss (not affecting the text), otherwise good copies throughout; in the contemporary
marbled boards, expertly rebacked, boards and corners very worn and marked, nevertheless, still an appealing
and rare item.
Two scarce Canterbury printings, published under the direction of Mr. Dunnett, lecturer in oratory at the
nearby Mr. Ambler’s Academy.
I. Unusual Poetic Reciter, ‘adapted for recitation in academies’, including works by eminent poets such as M.G.
Lewis (The Orphan’s Prayer), Mallett (Edwin and Emma), Southey (The Fair Donica), Goldsmith (Edwin and
Angelina) and J.S. Knowles (The Smuggler).
II. ‘In 1822 Mr Dunnett, “lecturer on oratory” and teacher of elocution at Mr. Ambler’s academy at
Canterbury, published a debate conducted by his pupils on the topic “Was Caesar a good man?”. The
chairman was master Henry Stickals and there were twelve speakers. The style is flowery and orotund, but
underneath the editorial and publicising pencil there is an undercurrent of boyish attitudes. No vote was
taken. The chairman concluded by expressing his own opinion that Caesar was not a great man’ (Michael
Teaching of English, 2005, p. 291).
I. OCLC records one copy only, at the BL; II. OCLC records copies at Oxford and the BL.

JAMES ECKERSALL: CLERK TO THE KITCHEN OF GEORGE II - SPECULATOR - ‘FAMILY LEGEND’
OF GREAT INFLUENCE ON HIS DESCENDANT THOMAS MALTHUS

25. ECKERSALL, James. ORIGINAL POCKET BOOK BELONGING TO THE ‘CLERK OF THE
KITCHEN’S OF HIS MAJESTY [GEORGE II] AT ST JAMES,’ accompanying and partially interleaved
with a copy of RIDER’s (1732.) BRITISH MERLIN: Adorn’d with many delightful varieties and useful
verities, for the Year of our Lord God, 1732 … by Cardanus Rider. London: Printed by E. and R.
Nutt, for the Company of Stationers. 1732.
£ 9,000
12mo pp. [48] and interleaved with additional blanks neatly filled with manuscript notes and accounts; original
decorated red morocco, the upper covers with a panel design built up from small tools into an intricate
design, two silver bosses on upper cover as clips to hold a silver pencil (now missing); the spine in
compartments with some worming affecting two divisions. Inscribed within a decorative frame ‘ James
Eckersall Clerk of the Kitchin to His Majesty at St Iames’s’ and in a later hand Clara Wynne from Clara M.
Eckersall, May 1870.’
Remarkable pocket book of George II’s clerk to his kitchen’s, providing a material insight into the expenses
and organization of the Royal household.
The duties of this Clerk of the Kitchen to George II’s was not just to deal with staff and supplier costs, but in
1732 there is also one of George’s occasional trips back home to Hanover to contend with, never mind the
various share dealings and ‘presents’ to pay for.
Primary information on this ‘family legend’ of a man, James Eckersall, was researched and published in 1976 by
Patricia James for her biography on Thomas Malthus, Population Malthus: His Life and Times [see below for an
extended extract].
Our little pocket book appears to be one that Patricia James was unable to examine when compiling her
chapter on the antecedents and influences on Malthus. Although there is a hint to its existence when James
refers in her research papers, now at St Andrews University, that she had been trying to track our copy down
in Ireland, but without success. Apparently the volumes were scattered through many of Eckersall’s
descendents and ours appears to have passed from any direct line of ownership in the family as early as 1870.

As Patricia James pointed out on examining the other known surviving pocket books, Eckersall is more than
just a ‘Clerk of the Kitchen.’ The first leaves tabulate his calculations on South Sea Stocks, thankfully no slaves
are here mentioned as in some other years, however Eckersall had transacted some £10,607 6s 1d in stocks in
1732 and was in receipt or other monies including £68 on the ‘3d May Recd. 6 Months / Div. On £1,500 Bank
Stock – Due Lady Day last £44 / Recd Ditto on 10 S.S. Bonds £20 / Recd Do. London Assurance £3.’ Not just
that day in May but more transactions include another £14 4s on the 8th May and £177 18s on the 13th came
into Eckersall’s hands - as did supplies of money throughout the year.
The second section interleaved with Rider’s (1732) British Merlin, includes both his own and the Royal
Household supplies. Generally the recto of each blank interleaf includes such items of his own personal
expenditure and the verso that of the Royal Households needs.
Such personal payments for February included ‘Pd. Mr Robinson for 2 Perukes £5 / Pd. Mrs Chapman for a
piece of Irish Cloth for Servants Sheets 37 yds, £2 2s / Pd. Mrs Pole’s Bill for Washing & other houshd
Expences, This Month £4 0s 3d.’ even a rather painful entry ‘To Mr Norton Toothdrawer for drawing &
Cleaning Teeth £1 1s 0d.’ For his master George II, and his Royal Kitchens Eckersall notes. ‘To Mr Burchet
Man for a very large Turbutt. A Guinea. / 9th To Lady Berkshire’s Man for a Basket of Snails. a G[uinea]. /
17th To Col. Cathcart’s Serv. for a Barrell of Scotch Herring a G[uinea]. Paid for two Barrells of German
Turneps £3 16 6’ - one wonders if this last was a favourite of George II.
The event of the year for Eckersall, however, was accompanying the King to Holland. Our ‘Clerk of the
Kitchen’ went over the water twice, first to make arrangements and also to take time to visit some family
members, and on the second trip to accompany the King. A short note at the foot of one of the leaves gives
the bare outline of this trip with details of expenditure noted before on the blanks ‘Embarked at Greenwich
The 3d [June] Landed at Helvoet the 10th Embd at Rotterdam The 22d Landed at Greenwich the 25th.’ Like
his father before him George II took trips back to Hanover every few years , first in 1729 with further visits in
1732, 1735, 1736, 1740, 1741,1743, 1745, 1748, 1752 and 1755. By 1732 the logistics of this trip had begun to
settle into something of a routine with George travelling in some style together with such necessities as his
royal bed in tow. Eckersall notes that he left on this second jaunt on the 31st August but did not set foot on
land again until the 9th September. Such expences as ‘Pd for 3 pairs of Sheets 3yds long bu[ugh]t at Helvost £3
16s – Pd for Tea bought There £1 12s – For a piece of Chintz £1 16 6 – Pd for 2 Counterpains for Beds
bou[ght]t at Rotterdam £1 12s – for a Carpet 13s 6d’ also basins, brown cups ,white cups, saucers, hanks of
cambric together with such vague acompts as ‘Pd Mr Lawman for Presents £15 15s.’ All these are neatly noted
down in Eckersall hand and are presumably items needed, as and when, for the king’s comfort.
It is here worth quoting at length from Patricia James assessment of Eckersall work in the royal household of
George II, the society he enjoyed, and the later influence on Thomas Malthus. ‘It was during William Ill’s reign,
in 1692, that James Eckersall entered the Royal Household at the age of thirteen, on the recommendation of
the Countess of Derby, who had connections with Bury in Lancashire, where the Eckersalls lived, and was
Groom of the Stole to Queen Mary. This remarkable man James Eckersall is still a family legend.

‘His note-books are now distributed among the descendants …[and it] seems more than likely that Malthus
looked at these diaries, and they are worth perusal for the light which they throw on the world in which his
parents grew up and from which his own world evolved. James Eckersall did not become Chief Clerk of the
Kitchen until 1742, when his predecessor died at the age of ninety, but he had been doing the work of the
office for the previous thirty years. His establishment was about 150 strong. Among the highest paid were the
Clerk of the Spicery and the Table Laundress; among the lowest those who worked in the Larder (six of
them), Scald House, and “Scullery including Pankeeper”. On occasion he hired temporary turnspits. Four men
worked in the woodyard, for the kitchens needed great quantities of logs and charcoal, with faggots for quick
fires for pastry; coal was only used for warming a few rooms. As one would expect, his account books are full
of such items as French Beans and Green Pease, Sparragrass and Collyflowers, most expensively welcomed in
April.
‘When Jonathan Swift and some friends dined with “James, I know not his other name”, in February 1711, he
inhabited “a snug little house in St. James’s, and we had the queen’s wine, and such very fine victuals that I
could not eat it”. But Eckersall had other interests. He is among the friends of Alexander Pope who are
mentioned in John Gay’s poem; they are all supposed to be assembled to welcome him on his return from
Greece - that is, after he had finished his translation of the Iliad in 1720. In February 1720 Pope wrote two
letters to James Eckersall about lottery orders and speculation generally: “I also hear there is considerably to
be got by subscribing to ye new African Stock, Pray let us do something or other, which you judge the fairest
Prospect, I am equal as to what Stock, so you but like it. Let but Fortune favor us, & ye world will sure to
admire our Prudence. If we fail, let’s e’en keep the mishap to ourselves. But ‘tis Ignominious (in this Age of
Hope and Golden Mountains) not to Venture.”
‘However much other people suffered from the breaking of the speculative South Sea Bubble in 1720, James
Eckersall prospered. His dealings with the Royal Africa Company may have come as a shock to Population
Malthus, an ardent anti-slavery man, if he read these little books. Eckersall jotted down in his diary that the RA
Company had made a contract with Messrs Thomas to supply them with 400 negroes in January 1740 and 200
more in May. He then mentions the ships the Success and the Expedition, both of 85 tons, each with twelve
men and a boy, and a sloop, the Catherine, with four men and a boy, which was “freighted with Provisions”.
The two larger vessels each carried a cargo valued at £2,500, and “All for Cape Coast Sign’d their Sailing
Orders the 27th Sept’ 1739.”’
ESTC records just three copies of the 1732 Rider, at Birmingham, the National Archives and The Huntington.

HOW TO CONSTRUCT A PYRAMID

26. [EGYPTIAN GAME]. PYRAMIDEN SPIEL. Jeu de Pyramides. [No imprint or date, but German,
c. 1835].
£ 1,850

Comprising 54 pieces, each with a hand coloured design mounted on wood (one piece has the blank surface
paper missing), together with four hand-coloured guide sheets titled in German, French and English (rather
scuffed and worn); all contained in the original box, the sliding lid with a hand-coloured pictorial mounted
label depicting a the three great pyramids and nile, box worn, but still a very appealing and unusual game.
This ingenious architectural toy for children owes as much to early nineteenth theatrical settings of Mozart’s
Die Zauberflöte and Piranesi prints, as to any Egyptian source.
The blocks that make up the game have a very mixed group of symbolism including Greek sculpture of a
‘Parthenon’ type replete with Centaur and Caryatids; astrological signs of stars and moon; Egyptian mummies;
Roman fasces; and just for good measure, a skull and crossbones.
If not historically sound, the toy is at least great fun, as the blocks, none of which are square, are instead
either isosceles or obtuse trapezoid. This make it quite an infuriatingly struggle - for this adult at least - to
produce anything like a symmetrical design, still there is lots of scope for constructing interesting ruins with
weird and distinctly non-European element. This certainly differentiates it from other games of the period we
have handled.
The four scenes provided with the Pyramiden Spiel show possible constructions for the blocks, these include
‘An Egyptian pyramid’, ‘An Egyptian Obelisk’, ‘Indian monuments’ and one simply titled ‘The mausoleum.’ This
last scene has a distinctly South American feel, replete with a conical mountain for a backdrop.
As for most early nineteenth century toys, no maker or artist is anywhere named. It is, however, indubitably
German and probably from the Nuremberg stable of inventive toy makers.
See Stuart Durant & Elizabeth Darling, Architecture and Childhood: An Exhibition, Heinz Gallery, 1983, Item
4.

DOMINO’S FOR A DUCHESS

27. [FAN - Princess Frederica Charlotte of Prussia, Duchess of York]. THE NEW ROYAL
DOMINO FAN. Dedicated to Her Royal Highness the Dutchess of York [Printed as a fan mount].
[London] Publish’d as the act directs, by the Proprietor, 1 May 1792.
£ 1,850
PRINTED FAN LEAF, 52cm x 28cm, with attractive linked domino design and small central portrait of the

Duchess of York, lightly touched (near contemporarily) in pink; one small repair to tear on verso, unevenly
cut edges, as expected (not touching or affecting the image), otherwise apart from some minor light wear, but
not detracting from this being a very desirable item.
A very rare printed fan leaf, as far as we are aware unrecorded, dedicated to Princess Frederica Charlotte
(1767-1820), printed eight months after her marriage to Prince Frederick, Duke of York and Albany, the
second son of George III.
The marriage was, however, not a happy one, and by 1794, it had become apparent that the Duke and
Duchess of York would have no issue. Along with the fact that the parliament would make it possible to pay
his debts should he marry officially, it was also the fact that the Duchess of York was by 1794 no longer
expected to have children which prompted the Prince of Wales to agree to issue marriage negotiations of his
own. The couple separated and the Duchess retired to Oatlands Park, Weybridge, where she lived
eccentrically until her death.
She is described as : “clever and well-informed; she likes society and dislikes all form and ceremony, but in the
midst of the most familiar intercourse she always preserves a certain dignity of manner”, and “probably no
person in such a situation was ever more really liked.” In 1827 (after her death), she was called: “a harmless
but an eccentric little woman, with an extraordinary fondness for cats and dogs, some indications of the
German severity of family etiquette, which gave her household the air of Potsdam, and but a slight share of
those attractions which might retain the regards of a husband—young, a soldier, and a prince.” High-stakes
gambling is reported to have taken place at Oatlands. One wonders whether the use of the domino design on
the present fan suggests the Duchess had a fondness for the game, or perhaps alludes to the Royal families
love of the gaming tables in general - her husband was perpetually in debt because of his excessive gambling on
cards and racehorses.
Frederica’s willingness to stay out of the way and out of trouble endeared her to the public as well as to the
rest of the royal family, although some friction was caused by her sympathy for her controversial sister-in-law,
Caroline of Brunswick – another foreign princess married off to, and rejected by, a British prince, but one
who refused to go as quietly as she had.
Not in the Schreiber Collection of Fans and Fan-Leaves.

HEAVILY INFLUENCED BY LOCKE

28. [FEARN, John]. AN ESSAY ON IMMORTALITY. By the author of A Review of First Principles
of Bishop Berkeley, Dr Reid, and Professor Stewart. London: Printed by D. Cock and Co; 1814.
[bound after:] WILLS, Rev. James. LETTERS ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF UNBELIEF … London: B.
Fellowes, Ludgate Street. 1835.
£ 650
FIRST EDITIONS. Two works bound in one, 8vo, pp. viii, 328; xiv, 232, without the half-title; some spotting

and foxing in places throughout; in contemporary half calf, marbled boards, spine in compartments with title in
black; joints cracked, slight loss to head of spine, and some wear.
I. First edition of the third substantial work by the British Naval Office
turned philosopher John Fearn (1768-1837).
Fearn was heavily influenced by the work of Locke; in the present work,
he examines what was known as the moral argument for immortality;
anyone expecting from that a discussion of Kant’s second Critique will
find instead references to Tillotson, the discoveries made by Cook on
his voyages, and the writings of Paley. He rejects the moral argument,
but his reasons are human rather than philosophical. ‘[It] is not only
defective in the eyes of some of those who profess to believe in a Deity;
but, what is worse, the stronger it pleads its own cause, the stronger it
urges the objection of the ATHEIST, and so defeats its own purpose
whenever it attempts to eradicate infidelity’.
Fearn was the author of a dozen books on philosophical subjects, most
notably epistemology and visual perception.
II. Uncommon first edition of the Rev. James Wills’s Letters on the
Philosophy of Unbelief, which gets a less than glowing 25 page review in
The British Critic, Quarterly Theological Review (vol. XIX, 1836): ‘“The
Philosophy of Unbelief,” and “Philosophical Unbelief,” in revealed
religion, are not convertible terms. The former is the science of those
causes, of which scepticism, - inclusive of all its multiform varieties, is the
result - the latter is only one of those varieties. We do not say that the
author of these Letters was either unaware or lost sight of this distinction, during his preliminary analysis of
unbelief in general; but from precipitancy in composition, or mental inaptitude for clear synthetical
arrangement, he has failed to present it with sufficient prominence to his readers. This is deeply to be
regretted; for this volume was written by a man of considerable originality and mental independence’ (p. 395).
OCLC records only one copy outside the British Isles, at Covenant College in Georgia.
WITH A SECTION ON ‘QUACK MEDICINES’

29. FORSYTH, J. S. THE NEW DOMESTIC MEDICAL MANUAL; being a practical and familiar
guide to the treatment of diseases generally ; on a simplified and condensed plan: containing opinions
of the most eminent practitioners; with a variety of approved and popular prescriptions; translated
into English for family purposes. Also containing brief expositions of domestic surgery, with an
adapted pharmacopoeia ; for the use of clergymen, heads of families, captains of ships, travellers, &c.
&c. With a variety of other useful information. London: Printed for Sherwood, Jones, and Co. 1824.
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. viii, xl, 336; title and early leaves strengthened at hinge with some minor tears
just visible where once stitched, some light dust-soiling in places; in later maroon cloth, spine lettered in gilt,
lightly rubbed and worn, but still a good copy.
Scarce first edition of this New Domestic Medical Manual, published to counter the number of similar
publications that ‘are better calculated to effect harm than good’.

‘In the arrangement of the following materials, particular regard has been
paid to render them as clear and explicit as the nature of the different
subjects would permit; steering the middle course between brevity and
prolixity, and without running either into the extremes of medical
abstruseness, or descending to the tameness of a too familiar phraseology’
(p. iii).
Every conceivable medical compliant seems to be covered, from bleeding
of the nose, hooping cough and fainting, to sore throat, dry belly-ache (or
Painter’s colic - caused by ‘inhaling the fumes of lead, and frequently
handling some of its chemical preparations; hence painters and glaziers are
frequently troubled with it’) and lumbago and sciatica. Of particular
interest is the ‘List of popular and other quack member medicines’ (pp.
322-327) listing such remedies and tinctures as ‘American Soothing Syrup’,
‘Brodum’s Nervous Cordial’, ‘Ching’s Worm Lozenges’, ‘Freeman’s Bathing
Spirits’ and the ‘Duke of Portland’s Gout Powder’.
We have been able to find little further information on the author and
surgeon J. S. Forsyth. Besides the present work he also published The
mother’s medical pocket book (1824) and the New London medical
pocket-book (1825).
OCLC records two copies in North America, at Texas and the College of
Physicians of Philadelphia.
RICHARD DOYLE’S COPY

30. GAMBARDELLA, Spiridione. WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE GLASS PALACE? A letter
addressed to the Commissioners of the Great Exhibition … London: Charles Westerton, 1851. £ 750
FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. 28; lightly toned throughout (due to paper stock); in the
original blue blindstamped publisher’s cloth, with ‘Richard Doyle Esq’ blocked in gilt on upper cover, and
inscribed “with the compliments of the author” on front free endpaper; a fine and desirable copy.

Rare pamphlet tackling the thorny problem of what to do with the Crystal Palace in Hyde Park after the close
of the Great Exhibition. Here, the author proposes its use as a gigantic public art gallery noting that ‘If we wish
such a building to endure to futurity, as a proof of our taste, rather than as a monument of our barbarism, we
must raise up a race of artists who are worthy of the name, we must foster talent, we must bring it to light
and cherish it as a noble thing…’ (p. 25).
Spiridione Gambardella (c. 1815-1866) was born in Naples. ‘He was a refugee from Italy, having escaped, the
story was, on board an American man-of-war. He had been educated as a public singer, but he had a facile
genius, and turned readily to painting as a means of livelihood. he painted some excellent portraits in Boston,
between 1835 and 1840, among them one of Dr Channing, and one of Dr Follen; both of these were
engraved. He had some success for a time as a portrait-painter in London’ (see
http://www.britishmuseum.org/).
He published another similar work on How to secure the best design for the National Gallery, addressed to
d’Israeli, in the following year. The present work has his address as 22 Sussex Place, Kennington New Town
and contains the manuscript inscription “with the compliments of the author” presumably presenting this slim
volume to fellow artist Richard Doyle, whose name is blocked in gilt on the upper cover.
OCLC records four copies worldwide, at the BL and National Art library at the V & A in the UK, and
Minnesota and Princeton in North America.

THE MIGHTY MISSISSIPPI IN LONDON

31. [GAVARD, John]. THREE BROADSIDE ADVERTS FOR SHOWMAN JOHN BANVARD’S
‘GRAND MOVING PAINTING OF THE MISSISSIPPI AND MISSOURI RIVERS’ on display at the
Egyptian Hall. [London, John K. Chapman and Company, Steam Machine Printers, 5 Shoe-lane, and
Peterborough-court, Fleet-street]. [n.d., c. 1848].
£ 950
Three broadsides, [measuring 495mm x 190mm; 380mm x 205mm; and 250mm x 185mm]; one pasted on to
board, the other two tipped on to board, light signs of wear, but in remarkable clean state considering their
ephemeral nature.
Rare survival of these three original flyers for John Banvard’s grand moving panorama of the Mississippi and
Missouri rivers, which was on display at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly in 1848.
‘In 1840 he began to paint large panoramas of the whole Mississippi River valley. He traveled through the area
in a boat, made preliminary drawings and supported himself with paintings and hunting. He combined the
preliminary sketches and transferred them to a canvas in a building erected for this purpose in Louisville,
Kentucky. His largest panorama began as 12 feet (3.6 meters) high and 1300 feet (369 meters) long and was

eventually expanded to about half a mile (about 800 meters) although it was advertised as a “three-mile
canvas”. It toured around the nation, and was eventually cut up into hundreds of pieces, none of which still
exist today’ (Wikipedia).
John Banvard (1815-1891) was one of the most successful moving panorama showman of the nineteenth
century. In 1848, he crossed the Atlantic to take his moving panorama to London where he opened at the
Egyptian Hall. With the combination of his Yankee delivery, joke telling and artwork, he was able to
“transport” the audience across the waters to the Mississippi. The show was so successful he was invited to
perform for Queen Victoria at Windsor Castle, one of the present flyers alluding to this.

NELSON’S VICTORIES FOR “OLD GRUMBLE-GIZZARD”

32. [GILLRAY, James]. JOHN BULL TAKING A LUNCHEON: - or - British cooks, cramming old
grumble-gizzard, with bonne-chére … [London] Published Oct 24 1798 by H[annah] Humphrey, St.
James’s Street. [1798].
£ 1,500
HAND-COLOURED ETCHING, 262 mm x 365 mm (plate size); in fine original state, tipped on to mount.
A fine etching by the caricaturist James Gillray (1756-1815), published shortly after Nelson’s victory at the
Battle of the Nile by Hannah Humphrey (active 1778-1822). Nelson is shown in the forefront of British
admirals and naval heroes, serving up victories for “Old Grumble-Gizzard”, the British public, to satisfy its
appetite for “frigasees” of enemy ships, washed down with “True British Stout”.
‘John Bull, gross and obese, seated at a table covered with the emblems of naval victory, looks towards British
admirals, who advance towards him wearing aprons over their uniforms, but with stern expressions, holding
out dishes containing captured French ships. John, knife in his right hand, about to swallow a French ship
speared on his fork, says: “What! more Frigasees? - why you sons o’ bitches, you, where do ye think I shall
find room to stow all you bring in? - “ In the foreground is Nelson, in profile to the left, his face bearing scars;
from his pocket hangs a ‘List of French Ships Taken Burnt & destroy[ed]’. His dish is ‘Fricassée à la Nelson’.
Howe, full-face, is the centre of the group with ‘Fricando à la Howe’. Warren holds up ‘Desert à la Warren’.
Behind Nelson (right) is Duncan, whose dish contains ‘Dutch Cheese [bis] à la Duncan’. The other three are
less characterized, their dishes are: ‘a la Gardiner’, ‘à la Bridport’, and ‘à la Vincent’. Behind appears the head
of an eighth officer.
On the wall behind John Bull hangs a hat with a ribbon inscribed ‘Nelson’; it obscures a print of ‘Buonaparte in
Egypt’. On the floor stands a large frothing jug of ‘True British Stout’, decorated with the Royal Arms. The
table is laid with crossed cannons, a dish of battered ships: ‘Soup and Bouilli’; and side-dishes containing small
gunboats. Through an open window leaders of the Opposition are seen in flight, with upraised arms: Fox says,
“Oh, Curse his Guts! he’ll take a Chop at Us, next.” Next him is Sheridan’ (http://www.britishmuseum.org).

ELIZABETH GRAHAM’S EXCEEDINGLY POPULAR GUIDE FOR CHILDREN,
TRANSLATED IN TO FRENCH BY HER GRANDSON

33. [GRAHAM, Elizabeth Susanna Davenport]. DIX-HUIT MAXIMES SUR LA NETTETÉ ET
L’ORDRE. Traduites de l’anglais et dediées á leur auteur Thereze la Nette, par son respectuaux petit
fils, Reginald Graham. Imprimé á Eastbourn. 1832.
£ 1,250
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. [56] pages; illustrated throughout with nine drawings in ink including one of Theresa

Tidy herself (Reginald’s mother, Elizabeth); stitched in contemporary pink wraps, titled in ink on upper wrapper.
Original manuscript in French of Elizabeth Graham’s exceedingly popular guide to tidiness for children,
translated by her grandson Reginald, accompanied by pen and ink illustrations by Elizabeth herself.
Graham’s Eighteen Maxims on neatness and order, written under the pseudonym Theresa Tidy, was first
published in 1817, and went through many editions. Whilst it could be argued, therefore, that there was a
ready demand for a French edition it seems that this was more a project set for the young Reginald by his
grandmother to aid his education. Curiously the manuscript concludes with an Epitaph for Theresa Tidy in a
different hand, supposedly written by ‘one of the young community who were annoyed by the system she
proposed.’ This would appear to be Graham herself as it is signed with her initials!
Elizabeth Susanna Davenport Graham (1762 or 1763-1844) was the
daughter of John Davenport, Master of the Merchant Drapers
Company, Draper to the King. When he died in 1789, John left
£10,000 to his daughter, so by the time she married Thomas Graham
two years later, Elizabeth was comfortably off, probably just as
wealthy, if not more so, than her husband. Thomas and Elizabeth
proceeded to have six children, five of whom survived to adulthood.
In 1806 Elizabeth’s widowed mother died, and the happy couple and
their five surviving children moved into The Hall, Clapham Common,
the mansion built by John Davenport around 1770. Reginald was the
son of her second son Thomas (b. 1794). In 1821 Thomas married
Caroline Curteis, whose family were good friends of the Grahams.
They had five children together (Reginald being the eldest) and lived at
Windmill Hill, close to Eastbourne, where the Grahams spent their
summer/autumn at the seaside. The presence of ‘Imprimé á Eastbourn.
1832’ suggests the present manuscript was likely completed during one such summer family gathering.

This time is briefly referred to by Henry Davenport Graham (Reginald’s brother) in his The Birds of Iona and
Mull 1852-70 ‘During this time we resided half the year at Rose Lodge, Clapham Common, within ball-shot of
the Hall, where my father’s mother lived. Of course, we spent a great deal of our time there. She was a very
superior and clever woman, an excellent artist, and exceedingly particular. Indeed, she was the authoress of
Teresa Tidy’s Eighteen Maxims on Neatness and Order. As her publisher observed of her, “Mrs G. was a lady
who made herself beloved and feared.” The other half of the year we spent at Rose Cottage. Eastbourne was
then a lovely, retired spot’. It seems quite evident that the ‘excellent artist’ Elizabeth provided the well
executed illustration’s for Reginald’s work, which he presumably took home with him after the family summer
sojourn.

RARE FRENCH TEACHING GAME

34. [GRAMMAR TEACHING TOY]. DURU, Hugues Marie. GRAMMAIRE ILLUSTRÉE MISE EN
JEU de Mr H. Duru. Paris 1840 Paris: Lith. de Castillerue du Bouloi, 19, MDCCCXL [1840]. £ 1,000
160 lithographe cards in four series, including 80 with hand coloured scenes; contained in the original box [24
x 16 x 3 cm], the upper side with a gilt border enclosing a design containing the title and a scene of four
children playing at a table within a decorative border with a cartouche at each corner reading ‘Instruction’
‘Récreation’ ‘Anno’ ‘MDCCCXL.’
A neatly devised card came to encourage children to learn their grammar.
One of the most attractive parts of this game are the miniature tableau on the ‘Interrogative’ cards, each
giving a clue to the parts of speech for different words. The words include papillon, Henry IV, marron, éstang ,
charté bal enfants etc., allowing Duru full reign to illustrate domestic and public scenes and events.
The game consists of four series of paired cards, each pair having an illustrated ‘Interrogative’ card and a
unillustrated ‘Répouse’ card. The instructions on the underside of the box lid explains that each player is first
dealt five cards and if a player should not have an ‘Interrogative’ card they are allowed another from the
remainder of the pack on the the table. In turns each player reads one of their ‘Interrogative’ cards, the other
players giving the answer if they hold the paired ‘Répouse’ card. If an answer is still held within the deck on
the table the next player takes their turn. The idea is to win pairs with the right answer and thus gain points,

and if you fail to give a ‘Répouse’ for a card in your hand then you are summarily out of the game. Duru states
that the young players ‘in a few days’ will memorise both questions and answers and the game can be played
without the cards. Once the children have fully memorised the first series they are allowed to proceed to the
second series, until all the cards have been memorised - poor thing!
The 1st series of 44 cards includes the introduction and grammatical names; the 2nd series of 34 cards and
includes the articles, the adjective, the pronoun, the participle, the preposition, the adverb, the conjunction,
and the interjection: the 3rd Series has 34 cartoons and is devoted to the verb, and the 4th and final series is
concerned with the conjugation.
Duru began his activity as a bookseller and publisher of games sometime in the 1830’s. He started his career,
however, as a teacher at the Cécile Margarita in the Marais area of Paris before trying his hand at publishing
grammars and other works aimed at a juvenile audience. His earliest publications has his address at 33 rue
Mauconseil, later he moved to the rue Pavée and is last recorded at the 10 rue du cloître St-Jacques where he
appears to have been in straightened circumstances and working and living in a single room. This forced Duru
to give up his own business when he joined the major games manufacture Léon Saussine, based in Paris.

A MEMENTO FROM THE GREAT EXHIBITION

35. [GREAT EXHIBITION]. COMMEMORATIVE HANDKERCHIEF PRODUCED TO COINCIDE
WITH THE GREAT EXHIBITION, depicting the flags of the participating countries. [London?] c.
1851.
£ 550
FINE COTTON HANDKERCHIEF, 660mm × 530mm, printed in red, black and white on light tan cotton; some

minor fraying to edges, and a few spots, otherwise in very good original state.
A very good example of such a fragile item. The present handkerchief was marketed to coincide with the
Great Exhibition of 1851, appealing to both visitors at home and abroad, to take home as a memento.
Apart from the Royal Standard, the other larger flags (likely so as these were the main exhibiting nations) are
America, France, Belgium, Spain, Portugal, the Netherlands, Russia and a smattering of German states. It is
interesting to note that the American flag still has 26 stars, this had already increased in number by 1845 so
whoever fabricated our handkerchief was clearly relying on a slightly out of date reference work!

GREAT EXHIBITION LAMPOONED

36. [GREAT EXHIBITION]. [SALA, George Augustus]. ORIGINAL SOUVENIR HANDKERCHIEF
of ‘The Great Exhibition “Wot is to Be”’. [London] [c. 1851].
£ 1,250
FINE COTTON HANDKERCHIEF, [54 cm × 40 cm], printed in red on white cotton; alittle yellowed with age, and
with minor light stains just visible, nevertheless, still a remarkable survival.
Rare original handkerchief of one of George Augustus Sala’s amusing satire’s of the Great Exhibition,
presumably available to visitors to buy as a souvenir. Sala captures the buzz of the preparations for the Great
Exhibition, and all the progressive and philanthropic common places overused by the press and the spin
doctors of the time. Character’s ridiculed include Disraeli ‘as a Hebrew gent’, Alexis Soyer with ‘His patent
Digester and magic Gridiron’ and Lord Brougham ‘as a senator & a French Citizen’, as well as several images
lampooning America, including ‘a black nigger lamenting his stars, that he gets so many stripes’.
Sala produced several similar works, including the House that Paxton Built and The Great Glass House (both
1851), each published as a long folding engraved panorama.
See Abbey, Life, 595 & 594. This one, however, not in Abbey.
CORNISH MINER AT THE GREAT EXEYBITION

37. [GREAT EXHIBITION]. [WHEAR, Thomas Trevarthen]. JIMMY
TREBILCOCK; or, the Humerous Adventures of a Cornish Miner at
the Great Exhibition. What he Saw and What he didn’t See.
Camborne: Printed by T.T. Whear, Market Place, 1862.
£ 285
8vo, pp. 16; spotting throughout (due to paper quality); original yellow
printed wrappers, spine thread stitched, lightly chipped to extremities, but
still a good copy.
Very rare account of a Cornish miner’s trip to the Great Exhibition. The
party set off by boat from Camborne, arriving at Bristol after eighteen hours.
Part of the text is in vernacular, as spoken by Trebilcock (he tells of a pasty

in his pocket, Uncle Willy Treglown, etc.). In all the party spent a fortnight in London, visiting all the
attractions as well as the ‘Exeybition’; Trebilcock invariably became separated from his fellows and relates his
own minor adventures.
‘The humorous adventures of a Cornish miner at the Great Exhibition by Jimmy Trebilcock (a pseudonym),
printed at Camborne in the heart of the mining district in 1862, sold at least 5,000 copies within two years
(Boase and Courtney, 1874, 1012). Given a far smaller potential market this suggests sales of a magnitude
much higher than those dialect journals and prose works Joyce cites in Lancashire, which regularly reached
10,000 copies in the 1850s and 1860s (Joyce, 1991, 264)’ (see https://ore.exeter.ac.uk/repository)
Bib. Cornish III, 1360; OCLC records one copy only, at the British library.
RARE TOY COMMEMORATING THE INVENTION OF PRINTING

38.

[GUTENBERG PUZZLE]. THE HISTORY OF PRINTING. [N.p., but Germany, c. 1840].£
£ 1,850

Dissecting toy of 48 triangular wooden pieces, with a large hand coloured tinted lithograph scene on ‘The
History of Printing’, backed with yellow or black paper to form a pattern game on the verso, including a
printed sheet of various possible patterns (some tears and soiling); contained in the original wooden box, the
upper panel repeating a scene from the dissecting toy, of Gutenberg in his printing shop within an
architectural border, one edge of the wooden box missing, meaning the sliding lid fits loosely, nevertheless,
not detracting from this being a very appealing puzzle.
A neatly produced and designed dissecting toy commemorating the 400th anniversary of printing.
The illustration consists of eight small scenes surrounding a central depiction of Gutenberg in his printing shop
explaining his invention to two visitors (the scene repeated on the lid); above is an idealistic scene of
missionaries extolling the virtues of ‘The Book’ to a group of curious heathens still happy in their unspoiled
paradise; at the foot of the puzzle is another scene showing the city of Mainz and the Rhine with three figures,
including Neptune to the left and to the right St. Martin holding a shield bearing the tell tale Wheel of Mainz
(see below).
On the left and right of the toy are three
pairs of scenes reflecting on the bad and good
results of printing: the first pair shows
revolutionaries reading a proclamation on the
wall and incited to violence countered with a
scene of thoughtful ‘revolutionaries’ listening
intently to a reading, a sword having been
thrown down on the ground; The middle pair
have a priest slyly instructing the populous
with bad ideas above whom is a small devil
hovering this scene is countered with a paired
scene of children coming from a school
shepherded by a kindly priest together with a
family group who are earnestly reading their
books, here of course ia an angel is hovering
over their heads. The last pair with a scene
from a newspaper reading room populated by
clearly dissolute young men slouched around
and at their feet two curs fighting on a printed
work carelessly laying on the floor; the pair to
this is domestic scene of a family group all
contentedly listening to a reading from a bible,
this time we have two dogs snoozing peacefully.
The Nazarenes style of illustration give this puzzle an appropriate antiquarian gloss, helping also both divide
the differentiate each scene images is rustication of branches and leaves pulling together the design into one
unified composition. Clearly a didactic product, the manufactures have relented in offering the players a neat
dissecting toy of triangular yellow and backed pieces together with a sheet of suggested shapes and patterns to
follow.

The celebrations around Gutenberg and the origin of printing was something of a vexed question in the
nineteenth century. Mainz celebrated the anniversary with a jamboree in 1837 and Strasbourg in 1840 upping
the ante with a three day marathon event. The Nuremberg toy makers, not wanting to let any profitable
opportunity go by without a new novelty to entertain their market, probably produced the present dissecting
toy to capitalise on the Strasbourg event – cleverly the artist has shown a Mainz heraldic shield, but this is
partly concealed with St. Martin’s cloak and not immediately apparent. Two other known examples of this toy
include a German and French title on the lid of the box, but it is possible that our copy was a bespoke issue
for the English speaking market. The label of John Lawrence, proprietor of a Civet-Cat Bazaar and
photographic gallery at 39 Grafton Street Dublin is pasted to the back of the box. He very probably had some
connections with the German markets through his kinsman Samuel Lawrence (Lorincz) (1791-1855) who was
of Jewish Polish/German extraction.
Copies recorded at Rochester Institute of Technology and at Princeton.

LONDON ZOO AT IT’S INCEPTION

39. HAKEWILL, James. A SERIES OF TEN VIEWS IN THE SOUTHERN PORTION OF THE
GARDENS OF THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY IN REGENT’S PARK, laid out from the Designs of
Decimus Burton Esqr. … The Views made from Nature and Drawn on Stone by James Hakewill,
Author of the Picturesque Tour of in Italy &c. &c. &c. London: James Hakewill No. 9, Manchester
Strt. Manchester Sqe. Printed at C. Hullmandel’s Lithographic Establishment, 49, Great Marlborough
Stt. Feby. 24th. 1831.
£ 2,850
Folio; 10 lithograph plates; title and plates 6-10 stitched as issued in original buff printed wrappers together
with plates 1-5 loose and trimmed.
An uncommon set of prints of the Zoological Gardens in London at it’s inception.
The Zoological Society’s new Gardens were opened to members in April 1828, and in 1831 William IV
presented the royal menagerie to the society. The menagerie had been housed, rather uncomfortably, at the
King’s Mews in Charing Cross, as this building was about to make way for the new National Gallery and
Trafalgar Square, it was clearly proved both a timely and practical arrangement. This royal munificence of
William IV probably spurred Hakewill to produce his commemorative work.
The views [listed below] show the Zoo at it’s instigation and although very few substantial buildings had yet
been built it is clear that something new and decidedly less cramped was envisaged. The plan of the zoo was
set out to be both part of Regent’s Park set in order to incorporated the new terraces of houses around the
fringes of the park designed by Nash and Burton.

The plates in the set include :- 1) Entrance Terrace Looking Towards the Bear’s Pit. 2) View from the Bears
Pit. /Towards the Emu House. 3) View from the Emu House. 4) Llama House & Macaw Cage. 5) Arch-Way to
the North Garden. 6) The Brahmin Bull, Bison &c. 7) The Goat House. 8) The Otters and Seals, 9) The
Monkey Cage. 10) Proposed Terrace for the Nobler Animals.
‘James Hakewill (1778–1843), is chiefly known for his architectural publications. In 1813 he published The
History of Windsor and its Neighbourhood, illustrated with engravings from his own drawings. In 1816-17 he
travelled in Italy, and on his return published A Picturesque Tour of Italy (1818-20), his best-known work,
illustrated with plates engraved from watercolours painted by J. M. W. Turner, based on sketches by Hakewill.
After a visit to Jamaica, Hakewill published A Picturesque Tour in the Island of Jamaica (1825), from his own
drawings. Other works included Plans, sections, and elevations of the abattoirs in Paris, with considerations
for their adoption in London (1828) and An Attempt to Determine the Exact Character of Elizabethan
Architecture (1835). At the end of his life he worked on drawings for a book on the Rhine, to be a companion
volume to Italy, but this was not completed.’ [ODNB]
Abbey Life 233 (coloured on india paper).
‘FRENCH LADY’ REVEALED

40. [HAMERTON, Eugénie, neé GINDRIEZ]. COOKERY FOR
ENGLISH HOUSEHOLDS. By a French Lady. London and
Cambridge: Macmillan and Co., 1864.
£ 450
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 306, [2] advertisements; with two
engraved plates; in the original red publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt,
splitting to upper joint but still holding firm, cloth lightly dust-soiled, but
still a good copy.
Rare cookbook by ‘a French lady’ set out over twenty-three chapters
beginning with ‘Cooking apparatus, Pans etc.’ followed by ingredients,
soups, sauces, accessories and eggs before working steadily towards fish,
meat, poultry, pastry and sweets, before topping the work off with
advice on preserves and keeping vegetables, with a small addenda on the
preparation of such necessities as ‘noudles’, pigs head and sausages.
Our ‘French Lady’ was the wife of the artist and essayist Philip Gilbert
Hamerton (1834-1894), but for some unaccountable reason has not
been identified as the author in reference works and libraries.

In 1855 Philip Hamerton went to study painting in Paris, and it was there that he met and married his lively
and intelligent wife Eugénie Gindriez (c.1839- 1901?), the daughter of a former republican prefect. They first
lived on the isolated small island of Innistrynich on Loch Awe, Argyll, but financial difficulties (including the
financial responsibility on both sides of the family) led them to move in 1861 to France, where they lived first
in the Burgundy region at Sens, then near Autun.
It was during this period that Eugénie very probably wrote her cookery book, as she admits in her preface
that ‘[h]aving lived many years in centre of the richest Burgundy, I am better qualified to speak about Burgandy
than Bordeaux.’
Eugénie states that having read ‘several books on French Cookery, it struck me that none were appropriate to
the class which most wanted them - I mean the class rich enough to have good dinners, and still which cannot
afford to keep a chef. Even Monsieurs Soyer’s famous works are not fit for the class I speak of: the cheap
book is very well for working people, and his “Gastronomic Regenerator” may be useful to profession cooks,
but it is altogether impracticle in a modest household.’
OCLC records four copies, all in the UK, at the BL, Cambridge, Oxford and the NLS.

FASCINATING LABEL BOOK OF A NINETEENTH PROVINCIAL HAT MANUFACTURER

41. [HATTERS]. VERO & EVERITT. AN ALBUM RECORDING RETAILERS INDIVIDUAL MARKS.
Atherstone, Warwickshire. [n.d., c. 1850-1920s].
£ 3,500
Album [38 x 30 cm], 76 brown leaves of Kraft paper, each leaf having approximately 40, or more, mounted
labels in leather or paper and printed in ink, gold and blind; original cloth covered boards, somewhat ragged at
edges but still in good shape considering the practical use to which the album has endured.
A remarkable and significant album recording over 3000 consignments of hats ordered by retailers throughout
the British Empire and beyond.
‘Atherstone was once an important hatting town, and became well known for its felt hats. The industry began
in the 17th century as a cottage industry located in the crowded yards at the back of the houses that fronted
Long Street. It finally moved to mass factory production in the mid 19th century and at its height seven
different firms employed over 3000 people in and around the town’ (http://www.atherstone.org/
history/hatting/).

The present album was kept by hatters Vero & Everitt of Atherstone to record the form of words that each
of their customers had requested to be marked in to differentiate their particular order or batch of hats. Hats,
then as now, are usually stamped in gilt or black onto the silk or cloth lining at the crown, or else impressed
into the leather sweatbands, here in green, red or plain leather and lettered in gilt and black.
The extent of Vero & Everitt’s activity is quite mesmerising in its variety, with individual customers to large
emporiums being supplied. Each leaf of the album juxtaposes upwards of twenty labels, all seemingly mounted
as the orders were received, then logged and numbered in pencil to dovetail with their various account books.
Exotic to the mundane are names and addresses here thrown together from near and far:- L. Berliner, Elliot Made Expressly for D. Rothschild, Lichtenburg; - A. Ooenlabeg Marican, 89, South Bridge Road Segapore Made Expressly for W.E. Jelliman, Maclear - Made in England for Hughes & Co, East London - E. Moss
Outfitters Dordrecht - F X. Pereira & Sons Columbo - S Mohamed Tanby, 104 South Bridge Road, Singapore Specially Made by Vero & Everitt Ltd., for the Cycle & Carriage Co. Kuala Lumpar Selangor F.M.S - Hajee
Abdoollah Hajee Mohamed & Bros, Shop No. 4 Crawford Market Bombay - Cohen Bros, Christiana Transvaal
- At Chi Shanghai.
It is difficult to trace most of these retailers today as the majority of businesses are almost certainly long
extinct, with the labels in this album the only evidence that they might ever have existed.
Headgear was the essential piece of dress culture until our post modern age. Vero & Everitt produced all
types of hats, apparently even supplying the slave trade in their early years. Felt was their preferred medium,
although in the long run the company produced whatever their customer wanted, intended them for all
quarters of the world and for all kinds of climate. They even produced quantities of that essential of explorers,
Tarzan movies and Groucho Marx, the much maligned solar topee. Noel Coward sums up the universal use of
such covering, in fact any covering, in his period piece from Mad Dogs and Englishmen:
‘It’s such a surprise for the Eastern eyes to see, / that though the English are effete, they’re quite impervious
to heat, / When the white man rides every native hides in glee, / Because the simple creatures hope he will
impale his solar topee on a tree.’
Hats from Atherstone were sent all over the world to British colonies before the two world wars, but with
changing fashions and inevitable contractions only three hat factories remained in Atherstone by the 1970s Denham & Hargrave, Vero & Everitt and Wilson & Stafford. These three survivors amalgamated into the latter
named company and struggled on until the 1990s when the industry finally became extinct in the West
Midlands.

RESCUED FROM PROSTITUTION

42. HAWKER, Robert. THE ASYLUM OF FEMALE PENITENTS … Liverpool: Printed and sold for
the Liverpool Religious Tract Society. [n.d., c. 1820].
£ 185
FIRST EDITION THUS? 12mo, pp. 12; with attractive woodcut title
vignette; light stain just visible throughout; in later marbled wraps.
Rare survival of this tract recounting the torrid tale of ‘a poor
defenceless widow’ whose only daughter ‘had been seduced from her’
and was lost for fifteen monthes, before a letter had arrived alerting the
widow to her daughters whereabouts. Together with Hawker (the
narrator of the tale), they embark ‘to fetch home the wretched
wanderer’.
‘I hastened with the poor mother to the place mentioned in her
daughter’s letter; and oh, what a place it was! Oh, could our youth
which frequent such brothels, and under the false meretricious glare of
midnight revellings, fancy they know not what of joy; could they but see
the sad faces of the morning, and behold the wretchedness of the scene,
which the daylight presents in view, how would they flee such haunts of
filth and sin, instead of pursuing them!’ (p. 6)
Robert Hawker (1753-1827) was a Calvinist divine and ‘one of the most
popular extemporaneous preachers in the kingdom’ [DNB]. Before
taking holy orders he had a medical training, serving three years as
assistant-surgeon to the Royal Marines. He was the grandfather of the
poet R.S. Hawker.
It seems likely that the work first appeared in London, before finding it’s
way to Liverpool where the Religious Tract Society saw fit to reissue it.
We have found two copies printed in London, both without date but with the same pagination, one with the
same title as ours published by W. Nicholson, another under the title The Penitentiary: a tract intended for
the use of the female penitent upon her first admission into the asylum. All are undated, but published circa
1820.
OCLC records one copy only, at the National Library of Scotland.
THE MOST IMPORTANT MEAL OF THE DAY

43. HOOPER,
Mary.
HANDBOOK
FOR
THE
BREAKFAST TABLE Varied and Economical Dishes London:
Griffith and Farren, successors to Newbery and Harris,
Corner of St Paul’s Churchyard. 1873.
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 62; lightly dustsoiled in places; in the
original brown publisher’s cloth, decorated and lettered in black,
somewhat worn and rubbed to extremities, but still a good copy.
Scarce first edition of this interesting little work in which the
author advocates the importance of breakfast at home.
‘If men could, before leaving for their business, have a suitable
breakfast, how great a boon it would be to them! And how many
lives, now sacrificed to the pressure of the times, might be
prolonged if the physical powers were more duly sustained during
the early part of the day by a good breakfast’ (p. 4).
Set out over six chapters, particular attention is paid first to eggs
(‘New-laid eggs, when they can be procured in town, are very
costly, they properly, after twenty-four hours, can only be
described as fresh. The Cockney mind is not, however, very
enlightened on this subject, and the vendors of eggs are

persuaded, or at any rate try to persuade the public, that eggs are new-laid until they are “an apology for the
pepper”’ p. 5), this is followed by similar sections on fish, and various meats, before concluding with ‘How to
make’ tea, coffee and cocoa.
OCLC records five copies, all in the UK, at the BL, NLS, Leeds, Oxford and the Wellcome.

SCARCE MONTROSE PRINTING

44. HUME, David. THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND, from the invasion of Julius Cæsar to the
revolution in 1688. In five volumes. By David Hume, Esq … A new edition, with the author’s last
corrections and improvements. To which is prefixed, a short account of his life, written by himself.
Montrose: printed by D. Buchanan; and sold by him, Messrs. Darton & Harvey Grace-Church Street
London, W. Creech, Bell & Bradfute, Geo. Mudie & Son Edinburgh; W. Coke Leith; Ja. Duncan &
Son, J a. Gillies, Glasgow; and Morison & Son Perth, 1796.
£ 850
FIRST MONTROSE EDITION. Five volumes, 8vo, pp. xx, 523, [1] blank; vii, [i] blank, 491, [1] blank; vii, [i],

536; vii, [i] blank, 571, [1] blank; vii, [i], 364, [136] index; with engraved frontispiece of the author in vol. I and
13 engraved plates (signed ‘J. Fraser’); some foxing and browning in places due to paper stock, otherwise a
clean copy throughout; bound in contemporary uniform mottled calf, spines tooled in gilt with green morocco
labels lettered and numbered in gilt, lightly rubbed with some minor loss to gilt on spines, but not detracting
from this being a handsome copy.
Scarce Montrose printing of Hume’s great History, attractively illustrated and including “My own life” and
“Letter from Adam Smith LL. D. to William Strahan, Esq.”
David Buchanan (1745-1812) ‘an enterprising publisher and printer, was born in Montrose in 1745, and
studied at the University of Aberdeen, where he obtained the usual degree of A.M. When he commenced the
printing in his native town, that art had made comparatively little progress in Scotland, and, indeed, was
practically unknown in most of the provincial towns. At an early period, he republished several standard
works in a style equal, if not superior, to anything previously attempted in Scotland; among these were the
Dictionaries of Johnson, Boyer, and Ainsworth; the first of which was then accounted a most enterprising and
successful undertaking. He also printed the first of the small or pocket editions of Johnson’s Dictionary, which
was abridged and prepared by himself … Being a man of considerable classical acquirements, he uniformly
revised the press himself, correcting the errors of previous editions, besides supplying many important
emendations and additions to the Dictionaries. Thus the Montrose Press of that day acquired a high
reputation, and its productions were extensively circulated throughout the empire’ (The Popular Scotish [sic]
Biography, being lives of eminent Scotsmen, Edinburgh, 1841, p. 167).

Hume wrote the volumes which were to become volume V and VI first: these were published in 1754 and
1757. The 1754 volume, entitled The History of Great Britain (as was its successor), was published in
Edinburgh and the remainder stock taken over by Millar in London in 1756. Millar then published the second
volume in 1757. The volumes which were to become III and IV were published by Millar in 1759 as The
History of England under the House of Tudor; and the history was completed with volumes I and II (covering
the invasion of Julius Caesar up to the accession of Henry VII) in 1762.
Jessop, p. 30; ESTC records just two copies in North America, at McGill and New York University; OCLC
adds further copies at Yale, New Hampshire, Williams College and the Western Theological Seminary; not in
Chuo.
LENIN’S EDITION

45. HUME, David. IZSLEDOVANIE CHELOVECHSKAGO RAZUMENIIA (An Inquiry [sic]
concerning human understanding). Perevod s angliiskago S. I. Tsereteli. St Petersburg, M. V.
Pirozhkov, 1902.
£ 2,250
FIRST EDITION IN RUSSIAN. 8vo, pp. 193, [1]; light marginal browning due to paper stock, a couple of
pencil notes in the marginal or underlinings; uncut in the original printed wrappers, upper wrapper reattached
and lower strengthened, edges repaired; overall a very good copy of a fragile item.
Rare first Russian translation of Philosophical Essays concerning Human Understanding, first published in 1748
and intended to replace book I of the Treatise of Human Nature.
‘In the Philosophical Essays Hume achieved a new plane of lucid philosophical exposition. Gone are the
hesitations of the Treatise, the intricacies of detail, the tortured analysis – gone too, inevitably are some fine
passages which had shown aspects of modern philosophy in the making, the autobiography, as it were, of a
thinker in the act of thinking. The Philosophical Essays is a work of art, polished and impersonal.’ (Mossner, p.
175).
In the eighteenth century, Hume was known in Russia
chiefly as a writer on law, politics and history, rather
than as a philosopher, and in the nineteenth century,
when Russian thinkers discovered Hume’s thought,
they read his works largely in French translations. But
things changed. ‘At the turn of the twentieth century
nobody in Russia remembered Hume’s historical works,
but then an interest in the philosophy of religion
emerged. Almost at the same time, but independently
of each other, two translations of his Dialogues
concerning Natural Religion were published … (1908
and 1909). These texts appeared at an unquiet prerevolutionary time, when the Russian intelligentsia
turned to the eternal questions of life and death. At this
very moment Hume’s main philosophical works were
issued in Russian translation (1896, 1902 and 1906) …
Almost all eminent Russian thinkers of the second half
of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the
twentieth century included Hume within their sphere
of interests, with particular emphasis on his empiricism
and his interpretation of causation’ (The Reception of
David Hume in Europe, 2005, p. 213).
This was the edition used by Lenin when writing his
own main philosophical work, Materialism and
Empiriocriticism (1909), but Hume’s works were
subsequently banned by Stalin.
OCLC locates two copies, at the National library of Scotland and McGill, with one further copy located at the
British Library; see Jessop p. 19 for details of the first edition.

THE STUARTS VIEWED FROM ABROAD

46. [JAMES II]. [DUPLESSIS,
HISTORIA DE JACOBO II. Rey
del francés por d. Joseph Xerico.
1746.

Michel Toussaint Chrétien].
de la Gran Bretaña, traducida
En Madrid: Por Antonio Marin,
£ 350

FIRST SPANISH EDITION. [xvi], 269, [3] blank; with seven folding

genealogical tables bound in at rear; a clean and fresh copy
throughout; bound in contemporary Spanish vellum, spine titled in ink,
with the original ties, some light dust-soiling, but still a very appealing
copy.
First Spanish edition of Duplessis’ Histoire de Jacques II, first published
anonymously in Brussels in 1740. The translator José Jericó was a
priest, historian and civil servant of the provincial government of
Aragón. The history of the English and Scottish crypto-catholic king of
the restoration period, written by a catholic priest, was certainly a
source of embarrassment for the reformed and protestant circles of
Britain, and an uplifting read for Catholics.
OCLC records three copies outside of Spain, at Washington State in
North America, and Cambridge & the NLS in the UK.
BY ONE OF ADAM SMITH’S FAVOURITE PUPILS AT GLASGOW UNIVERSITY

47. JARDINE, George. IMPORTANT AND REVEALING UNPUBLISHED TRANSITIONAL TEXT
OF THE ‘SYNOPSIS OF LECTURES ON LOGIC AND BELLES LETTRES’, complete with the first
appearance of the printed work, together with another printed companion work. [Glasgow]. [1797-c.
1804].
£ 8,750
ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT, INTERLEAVED WITH PRINTED WORKS. Approximately 56 pages of manuscript in ink, 4to

(190mm x 240mm), interleaved with printed works, 12mo (110mm x 180mm), pp. [ii], 96; 32; text clean
throughout; another approx 30 leaves either blank or with later doodlings; uncut in contemporary quarter calf
over marbled boards, boards detached, head and tail chipped, marbled paper worn with some loss.
Remarkable unpublished manuscript by the philosopher, academic and educator George Jardine (1742–1827),
a favourite pupil of Adam Smith here clearly showing his unbowlderised thoughts for a modern and
progressive university education.
Jardine ‘emphasized practical matters and his classes rose from fifty students to over two hundred during his
tenure. He holds special interest because of his modern methods of teaching, which are now familiar to
composition scholars under the nomenclature of sequenced assignments, peer evaluation, and collaborative
learning. He was a strong advocate for the Scottish lecture system as opposed to the English tutorial practice,
as long as the lectures were followed by regular question and answer sessions in which the students discussed
the lectures, polished their notes (which they later copied), and wrote themes which were read aloud. His
book Outlines of a Philosophical Education published in 1818 is a valuable source of his philosophy of teaching
and gives insight into Scottish University education at its best’ (see Winifred Bryan Horner, NineteenthCentury Rhetoric at the University of Glasgow, in the Rhetoric Society Quarterly, Vol. 20, No. 2 (Spring,
1990), pp. 173).
That Jardine published his Synopsis of the Lectures on Logic and Belles Lettres twice, both in incomplete form,
show how he had some trouble in both giving his students a guide to their studies, and balancing it with having
to advance methods that could, if too radical, cause him difficulties with some University faculty members.
One wonders how more traditional colleagues would have found some of Jardine’s comments as written in
this manuscript. On the classics Jardine deprecates past teaching methods as ‘When the whole Exercise of the
Class was occupied with the Analytics, Metaphysic & scribblings of the Ancient Logic.’ One also wonders if the
manuscript, especially the unpublished sections on taste, go any way to transmitting the lectures given by
Adam Smith through Francis Hutcheson.

It was in 1797 that the first two parts of Jardine’s Synopsis proposed four divisions work were printed; here
interleaved into this volume. This contained ‘An analysis of the Mind…’ and ‘The Art of improving those
faculties of mind, by which a knowledge of causes, properties, and relations of things is acquired…. ‘ but was
also supposed to include two further divisions but left unprinted that were to be called ‘The art of improving
the power of taste.’ and ‘The art of improving the faculty of communication.’
Jardine was in any case probably dissatisfied with this first effort and broke off halfway, he and may even at that
time not even properly structured his ideas on taste. Sometime before 1804, when our manuscript was written,
Jardine had clearly decided to recast his thoughts for publication in a new edition. This new edition of the
Synopsis was indeed published in 1804, however, it departs so completely from the manuscript in language,
content and phraseology that only the basic outline of Jardine’s true thoughts were to incorporated in print.
Jardine records in his manuscript more of what he thinks, rather than what was expected from him, in the
Synopsis and the manuscript reflects better something that was actually closer to his lectures. It is quite likely
that he reflected not a little on what he had cast into this volume and got cold feet. Jardine then decided to
mollify his prose and presumably produced another version of the work, but yet again he still never managed
to complete the section that was to contain ‘The Powers of Communication.’
After all, what is most apparent in this manuscript is that Jardine could be a powerful communicator,
something then quite new. This aspect of his teaching together with his many ideas on university education
was bound to cause a little friction so he probably did not feel able to be more expansive, or indeed safe, on
the subject until some years later when he had published his Outlines of a Philosophical Education in 1818 and
again in 1825.
‘Rev Prof George Jardine FRSE (1742–1827) was a Scottish minister of religion, philosopher, academic and
educator. He was Professor at the University of Glasgow, of Greek from 1774, and then Professor of Logic
and Rhetoric 1787 to 1824. He was a co-founder of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1783 and co-founder of
Glasgow Royal Infirmary in 1792.
‘At Glasgow University he was a pioneer of collaborative learning; he wrote up his method in a book. He
designed a peer review method with rules to be followed by peer editors, whom he labeled “examinators.” By
participating in collaborative learning settings, Jardine thought, students develop interpersonal traits and skills
“indispensable at once to the cultivation of science, and to the business of active life.”
‘He was born in 1742 at Wandel in Lanarkshire where his predecessors had resided for nearly two hundred
years. His mother was a daughter of Weir of Birkwood, in the parish of Lesmahagow. Jardine was transferred
in October 1760 from the parish school to Glasgow College, and after passing through the arts and divinity
courses (MA 1765), was licensed to preach by the presbytery of Linlithgow.

‘In 1770 he went to Paris as tutor to the sons of William Mure of
Caldwell, who obtained for him from David Hume introductions to
Helvetius and D’Alembert. Soon after his return from France in July
1773, he failed to secure election to the chair of humanity at Glasgow, by
a single vote, but in June 1774 was appointed professor of Greek and
assistant professor in logic. In 1787 he became sole professor of logic.
‘Jardine gave a practical turn to the teaching of his chair, and established a
system of daily examination. His classes rose from an average of fifty to
nearly two hundred. He expounded his principles of teaching in his
Outlines of Philosophical Education, published at Glasgow, 1818; 2nd
edit. 1825. He was also an administrator and brought the finances of the
college to order. He had a country house, Hallside (near Cambuslang and
modern-day Drumsagard Village) constructed in 1790.
‘He was one of the founders in 1792, and afterwards for more than
twenty years secretary, of Glasgow Royal Infirmary. For over thirty years
he was the representative of the presbytery of Hamilton in the General
Assembly of the Church of Scotland’ (Wikipedia).
In 1824 Jardine reported that he was unable to fulfil his duties due to the
infirmities of old age and Robert Buchanan was appointed first as his
assistant and then successor. Jardine however retained his salary, house
and his seat in the Faculty and Senate, until he died three years later. He
is buried in the Lindsay plot on the north side of the churchyard around Glasgow Cathedral.
OCLC records two copies in the UK, at Glasgow and Oxford and two in North America, at Minnesota and
the NYPL; ESTC adds further copies at Trinity College Dublin and the University of Ulster at Magee College
Library in Londonderry.

A CHILD’S OWN BOOK-FILLED LIBRARY

48. [JUVENILE LIBRARY]. THE INFANT’S LIBRARY. London, John Marshall. 4, Aldermary Church
Yard. [1800-1801].
£ 6,500

16 miniature volumes, books measuring approximately 600mm x 480mm, Books 1, 2 and 16 have 62-63 pages,
but the remainder mostly have 30-32 pages, all but book 2 are illustrated with engravings; bound in different
coloured papers with shaped paper labels as pastedowns to both boards, some spines expertly repaired;
corner of final leaf of volume XVI torn away with loss of page number; volumes in a clear fresh state, apart
from vol’s I & XVI which are alittle dust-soiled and similarly rebacked, and therefore likely supplied; contained
in a wooden book divided into four compartments, lined with pink paper, with a sliding lid shaped to appear
as a bookcase, a pastedown hand-coloured label showing books behind glass with a scene of a mother
instructing her children below, some loss to the pediment of the sliding lid, and lid alittle loose when slotted
in, otherwise in a very good state of preservation, complete with the very rare original printed advert and
trade card of John Marshall pasted to the underside of the box, rather browned and chipped to edges, but
nevertheless still legible.
In 1800 London publisher John Marshall decided that parents were not the only ones who deserved the
pleasure of a book-filled library. Small children should have their own, and henceforth The Infant’s Library was
conceived, designed and produced: a painted wooden bookcase housing two shelves full of tiny books, each
depicting the world’s wonders: flowers and animals, letters and games, and a last volume on British history.
‘During the 1790s Ellenor Fenn was a force to be reckoned with in the promotion of what might be called
home-reading-without-tears. A number of her books from this period mention or advertise boxes of letters
and other equipment which were designed to help children learn through play. These experiments culminated
in a series of brilliantly conceived “miniature libraries” initiated by her publisher, John Marshall. They were sets
of tiny books, planned around themes and housed in wooden boxes whose lids were made to resemble the
front of a bookcase. The first of these was actually the largest, The Juvenile, or Child’s Library (1799-1800),
but it was quickly followed by the smaller Infant’s Library (1800-1) - sixteen little books in a box - which
proved to be the most popular of a whole succession of imitations’ (Anderson & Oyens, Be Merry and Wise:
Origins of Children’s Book Publishing in England, 1650-1850, 2006, p. 128).
In examining the present set here offered, one can imagine how enthralled children would have been, and how
it’s popularity quickly led Marshall to produce editions in Latin, German, and French.
See Alderson. Miniature Libraries for the Young, 1983.

ILLUMINATING LADY

49. KEELE, Ellen Agatha. SPECIMEN ALBUM OF HAND COLOURED PLATES. [n.p., South
Stoneham, Hampshire?] [c. 1860].
£ 650

4to, 12 hand coloured anastactic plated [28 x 24cm] on thick card, some signed ‘Designed of Ellen A. Keele’
and numbered. contemporary full brown panelled morocco with a gilt and blind tool roll border, spine in
compartment and gilt.
A wonderfully vivid series of hand coloured plates mainly of religious text in the style of Owen Jones, Henry
Noel Humphreys and their contemporaries.
Ellen Keele probably chose her best work for this album, either to form a specimen book or to lie on the
drawing room table for visitors to leaf through. She was probably self taught from such works as David
Laurent de Lara’s Elementary instruction in the Art of Illumination, and Missal Painting on Vellum, 1850, whilst
her materials, or at least the mill board, was purchased from Alexander Shapcott at 54 Rathbone Place,
London.
For her work Ellen principally takes her cue from such biblical and meditative texts that afforded each
illumination with a neat border of medieval and renaissance styles. These are then interspersed with vignettes
of such subjects as an English church and landscape together with more conventional imagery.
Unfortunately we know next to nothing of our artist, and have only found a fleeting glimpse of her life. She
was born at Carisbrooke on the Isle of Wight on 16th February 1836, the daughter of Henry William ‘Keile’ a
staff-surgeon to the Royal Navy and Caroline Louisa. Her family were based first on the Isle of Wight, where
Ellen, together with her elder brother and three elder sisters, spent their early years. Sometime in the 1840’s
the family decided to change the spelling of their name from Keile to Keele before moving to Highfield in
South Stoneham near Southampton during the 1850s. Ellen continued to live with her father and her sister
Isabella and when her father died in 1875 at the age of 85 it would appear that Ellen devoted the remainder of
her life to raising funds at bazaars for St Denys Church and doing charitable work. Their is a long and
uninformative report for the Hampshire Advertiser when her funeral took place in which she is described as ‘a
lady, who did a great deal of good work’ and of the ‘Mother’s Union in which the late Miss Keele took great
interest.’ More importantly for the newspapers is that Ellen ‘was interred in ‘two coffins …the outer one
being of polished oak, with brass furniture, and a cross on the lid bore the inscription Ellen Agatha Keele,
Born Feb. 16th. 1839 ; Died April 27th. 1892.’
MISSION HOME FOR ENGLISH LADIES IN PARIS DEEMED SAFE

50. [LEIGH, Ada]. TO THE DIRECTORS OF THE MISSION HOME FOR ENGLISH WOMEN IN
PARIS. [Drop head title, with ‘Private and Confidential - not for Circulation’ at head]. Sumner Place,
South Kensington, 14th Sept., 1880.
£ 150
Folio, pp. 12; evidence of having once been folded, and a few other minor marks, otherwise a good copy,
disbound, as issued.
A printed report, issued in 1880, into the running of the Ada
Leigh Home in Paris. There had been coruscating complaints
about its management and the report is the result of an
investigation by ‘Ed. Hutchinson of Sumner Place, South
Kensington’. He exonerated Miss Leigh from any impropriety and
in the course of his report gives an interesting survey of the work
of the Home, which provided shelter in Paris for women and
children with links to Britain.
Ada Leigh was a remarkable woman - conservative, devout, young
and unmarried, she fought against the prejudices of her time, class
and family to help women who had nowhere else to turn. She
raised vast sums of money to offer lost girls a home and a future
during the Belle Époque and managed the enterprise herself. The
Association of the Mission Homes for English and American
Women in Paris, later known (from 1924) as the British and
American Ada Leigh Homes and Hostels in Paris, were set up by
Leigh in 1876. The first hostel was at 77 Avenue Wagram, Paris,
with others later being provided at Bineau Avenue and
Washington House, Rue de Milan. The Association also built an
Anglican church called Christ Church at Neuilly-sur-Seine, and

actively promoted Anglicanism. During the German occupation of Paris, Ada Leigh Homes was forced to cease
operations and the Chaplain fled to Britain and the hostels were all closed. After the war, activities were
resumed, though on a much smaller scale.

LONDON IN MINIATURE

51. [LONDON]. THE CURIOSITIES OF LONDON AND WESTMINSTER DESCRIBED. In four
volumes. Embellished with elegant Copper Plates. Volume I [-IV]. London: printed for E. Newbery, at
the Corner of St. Paul’s Church yard. 1786 [-1788].
£ 2,250
Four volumes, 12mo, pp. [ii], 126, [2] Adverts; 127, [1] blank; 126; 125, [1] blank; with 24 engraved plates
including frontispieces, and two woodcut text illustrations; some minor foxing in places, but generally clean
throughout; in the original dutch floral paper boards, minor chipping at heads, with some surface rubbing and
dust-soiling, but still a very appealing set.
A desirable set of this extremely rare work, reprinted by Elizabeth Newbery.
‘This miniature book, a bijou guide in four volumes to the sights of London, was compiled by David Henry and
first published by Francis Newbery, nephew to John Newbery famed for the tiny volumes in his ‘Juvenile
Library’ bound in flowered and gilt Dutch paper. He is to be distinguished from John’s son, also confusingly
called Francis, who was something of a dilettante, being enriched by the quack medicine side of his father’s
business and who, with his publishing partner, Carnan, had moved shop to 65 St Paul’s Churchyard.’

‘Francis the nephew operated from 20 Ludgate Street, alias 20 St Paul’s Churchyard, and maintained his uncle’s
literary connection since he published the first edition of The Vicar of Wakefield in 1766 and of She Stoops to
Conquer in 1773 and ran the Gentleman’s Magazine from the year of John’s death, 1767, to that of his own in
1780. Thence forward his widow, Elizabeth, succeeded to the business and for 20 years ran it with the help of
two managers, Badcock and John Harris. Finally, in 1801, Harris took over and started publishing under his
own name.

The earliest complete set of The Curiosities of London seen is that of 1771 (although volumes dated 1770 are
cited by Roscoe) when it was sold at 2s the set of four volumes or 6d each volume bound and gilt.
Subsequently individual volumes were reprinted as required so that each volume of a set might be of a
different date, such as the present. The BL set, for instance, consists of a 1786 vol. 1, a 1783 vol. 2, a 1784 vol.
3 and a 1782 vol. 4; the Guildhall Library has 1786 and 1798 editions of vol. 2 besides a complete set dated
1771. According to Roscoe the work was again, and finally, reprinted as a whole in 1799.
Not in Adams; see Gumuchian 3861 and Roscoe J88 for first edition; OCLC records four complete copies at
the BL, Harvard, McGill, and Florida.

‘COLOURED PEOPLE’S THANKSGIVING SERVICE’

52. [MAFEKING]. MAFEKING DAY. COLOURED PEOPLE THANKSGIVING. ON THE PARADE.
Cape Town, May 21st [19]00. Printed broadside [28.5 x 22.5 cms.] inscribed with date in in on top

right hand corner; old folds.
[Together with:] MAFEKING DAY. SALT RIVER RAILWAY EMPLOYEES DEMONSTRATION.
[Cape Town] Cape Times Limited 21st May 1900]. Printed broadside [28.5 x 22.5 cms.], inscribed
£ 650
with date on top righthand corner; old folds.
Together with four other patriotic printed flyers; a poem in manuscript and newspaper cuttings connected
with the early stages of the Boer War; contained in a contemporary envelope addressed to ‘Mrs Hayner, Fire
Station.’
A rare flyer documenting the increasingly prevalent segregation during the ‘united’ celebrations for the relief
of Mafeking on 17 May 1900, together with other associated material.
‘This was very much a transitional time in the Cape Segregation and increased racism helped to shape the
form of Black ethnicities and political responses, while being shaped by them. In the course of the 1890s the
political initiatives of a Malay elite merged into a broader Black political identity which culminated in the
establishment of the African Political Organisation (APO) in 1902. This happened largely because many Muslim
and Christian Black Capetonians wished to distinguish themselves from Natives’, people such as the Mfengus,
Gaikas and Gcalekas who were mostly confined to locations in 1901. The African Political Organisation
became, in fact, the political vehicle of people who called themselves Coloureds.’ [Bickford-Smith].
The white population is recorded as celebrating with singing the Old Hundredth ‘All people that on Earth do
dwell’ in the Greenmarket while the ‘Coloured People’ were enjoined to likewise celebrate with another
rendition of the same in the Grand Parade. Other stirring stuff such as Onward Christian Soldiers, God Save
the Queen, Sound the battle cry, O God, Our help in ages past, and Hold the Fort were printed up for them
to sing. The black population, however, probably had better things to do that day.

The present group of ephemera probably owes its survival to the Fire Brigade in Cape Town. In any
celebration they would be acting in the capacity of guarding against conflagration and being part of the running
order of any official demonstration of patriotic fervour.
See Vivian Bickford-Smith Ethnic Pride and Racial Prejudice in Victorian Cape Town CUP 1995.
‘FROM SHADES BELOW COU’D SHAKESPEARE RISE,
THE STAGE ONCE MORE TO VIEW,
TO CAMPION SURE HE’D JUDGE THE PRIZE,
FOR HER HE JULIET DREW’

53. MANDEVILLE, Edward. MISCELLANEOUS POEMS, by Edw. M. Mandeville, Esq. Waterford:
Printed by John Veacock, Bookseller, on the Quay. 1798.
£ 750
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xix, [i] blank, 196; title lightly dust-soiled, otherwise clean throughout; in the

remains of the original paper backed publisher’s boards, head and tail with significant loss, original printed
spine label intact but with minor chipping and soiling, overall still a good copy, fresh internally.
Scarce first edition of this selection of Miscellaneous Poems, printed at Waterford in southern Ireland.
‘As I have written merely as the subjects occurred, should ingenuity
discover any religions, or political opinions, I disclaim them, as far
above my reach, and foreign from my intentions. In speculation I am
no casuist; in religion I am not a bigot; and in politics I am not even a
novice’, so writes the author in his preface (p. vi).
Some 43 poems are included, notable amongst which are ‘Petition of
the poor of Tramore, to the Magistrates of the Neighbourhood’,
‘Anarchic Reform; or Freedom in France’, ‘Sterne’s Captive’ and
‘Village Shop; or Rural Simplicity’, as well as one on ‘The Hurling’ (p.
52), one of Ireland’s native Gaelic games and another with a
Shakespearean theme ‘On Seeing Miss Campion in the Character of
Juliet’ (p. 74).
We have been unable to find much further information on our author,
who we believe to be the magistrate Edward Morgan Mandeville
(1756-1801). The only reference we have found to him online is in
James Ryan’s Commonplace book, “A Carrick Mans Diary” 17871808: ‘Edward Morgan Mandeville Esquire died on Thursday the 18th
of June [1801] much lamented. He was a just and upright
MAGISTRATE, a man of good understanding and better heart, a good
father, good neighbour, and friend! Peace be with his gentle Spirit!’
(see http://www.daltondatabank.org/Commonplace_Book.pdf).
OCLC records three copies in North America, at Stanford, Chicago and Minnesota.
EMULATING MOZART

54. [MUSICAL DICE GAME]. LE PETIT COMPOSITEUR MAGIQUE. Boulogne: chez MM. Filliette,
Merridew, St.-Gest, rue de l’Écu, [n.d., c.1855].
£ 1,850
72 waltz cards in three suites, each with pink, blue or yellow coloured backs and 24 Polka cards in three
suites, also with pink blue or yellow coloured backs; accompanied by two bone dice and the original printed
sheet of instructions with parallel French and English text; contained in the original box [1.53 x 27x 2.5 cms]
segmented in twelve division; the lid with a decorative gilt design enclosing a title cartouche; in remarkably
fresh original condition.
An unusual game of musical chance emulating Mozart’s well-known ‘Musikalisches Würfelspiel’.
By several throws of dice, randomly ‘generated’ music from pre-composed two bar segments on each card
could be joined together to form a composition. The number of possible variations running into the millions.

Le Petit Compositeur Magique is more involved or complicated than that of Mozart’s game, although the
instructions happily encourages the players that the game will ‘enable even the most ignorant to compose
Polkas and Waltzes.’
We strongly suspect that this version of ‘Musical Dice’ was devised by the Franco-Irish pianist and composer
George Alexandre O’Kelly (1831-1914). He was to spend much of his career in Boulogne-sur-Mer, but due to
a real paucity of surviving documents on his life it has been difficult to establish a definitive link.
What we do know is George O’Kelly established himself in 1851 as a concert pianist and piano teacher at
Boulogne and no doubt this in turn lead him to use Filliette to publish his first compositions in 1853. The fact
that Filliette apparently published nothing else leads us to suspect that our game of musical dice was a similar
novelty for Filliette, however to spread his risk he decided to collaborate with Henry Merridew. The music
shop of B. Filliette stood at rue de l’Écu No 57 and conveniently next door at No. 58 was Henry Merridew,
English bookshop and reading room. Henry Merridew, who was a member of the family of printers based in
Coventry, decided to emigrate to France and here opened his shop at Boulogne in 1844. Due to the
proximity of the two shops O’Kelly would surely have frequented Merridew’s establishment to garner both
students and clients.
See Axel Klein, O’Kelly: An Irish Musical Family in Nineteenth-Century France, Norderstedt: BoD, 2014.
RARE NOAH’S ARK PANORAMA TOY

55. [NOAH’S ARK TOY]. NATURAL HISTORY OR THE ARK OF INSTRUCTION. Which
through the Medium of Pleasure, the Youth is made Acquainted with the names Of upwards of [a]
Hundred of the most remarkable Birds and Beast [sic]. [n.p., London?] [c.1825].
£ 3,250
A CROSS BETWEEN A PEEPSHOW AND A MOVING PANORAMA TOY. The entire toy measures 160 x 193 x 70 mm,

hand-coloured etching; the peepshow element consists of a front-face, three sections, and a back-board. The
panorama element consists of five 20 mm strips conjoined. The mechanism that enables the panorama to be
wound from one hidden spool onto the other consists of two cranks protruding through the bottom of the
box.
Rare survival, in fact we can find no other example extant, of this Noah’s Ark panorama toy which, that
strongly resembles a type of peepshow popular in Britain during the 1820s.

The front face design consists of the title, with trees and rocks. More trees appear on the first section. The
second section consists of ground, and the third section consists of the ‘base’ of the Ark. The back-board
design consists of mountain scenery and the super-structure of the Ark. The panorama itself is a narrow strip
upon which are depicted the birds and beasts (in pairs), followed by Noah’s family, all processing towards the
Ark. Every creature is represented at approximately the same size, whether a canary or a giraffe.
By winding the right hand crank the moving panorama carries all the animals into the Ark through a slit in the
side of the vessel’s superstructure. In the biottom margin of the panorama appear the identifications, from left
to right ‘Japheth, Ham, Shem, Noah’, followed by the animals (with a particularly healthy selection of birds evidently the printer had access to a good book on ornithology!): Grebe, Puffin, Parroquet, Parrot, Flamingo,
Penguin, Pelican, Ostrich, Cassowary, Dodo, Toucan, Pheasant, Cockatoo, Huppoo, Stork, Avosetta [avocet],
Spoonbill, Guinea Fowl, Peacock, Crane, Eagle, Titmouse, Redstart, Owl, Canary Bird, Robin, Goldfinch,
Cuckoo, Raven, Magpie, Bittern, Blackbird, Plaver, Bustard, Pigeon, Swan, Duck, Goose, Turkey, Cock & Hen,
Jerboa, Musk, Sloth, Marmot, Guinea Pig, Ermine, Monkey, Ape, Baboon, Zebra, Kanguroo, Armadilo,
Porcupine, Raccoon, Maucauce, Civet Cat, Leopard, Tiger, Lion, Peccary, Rhinoceros, Elephant, Dromedary,
Camel, Lynx, Tapir, Beavers, Elk, Antelope, Buffalo, Brown Bear, Wolf, Polar Bear, Rein Deer, Mousslon,
Ferret, Rat, Rabbit, Otter, Badger, Squirrel, Cat, Dog, Hedghog, Fox, Hare, Deer, Hog, Goat, Sheep, Cow,
Ass, Horse.’
THE PERILS OF A CRINOLINE

56. [ONWHYN, Thomas]. MRS CAUDLE CRINOLINE. [cover title]. London, Rock Brothers &
Payne, Oct. 20th, 1858.
£ 650
Hand-coloured etched panorama consisting of twelve illustrations and measuring [14.5 x 180 cm.]; one fold
skillfully repaired folding and bound between glazed red covers, the upper cover illustrated; with blue cloth
spine, with the booklabel of Anne Rennier and F.G. Renier.
The design of the upper cover consists of the title and the imprint, also an illustrations showing Mrs Caudle,
putting on crinoline. The panorama follows the couple, and Mr Caudle’s initial belief that the contraption is
‘Quite Ridiculous’ being confirmed when the couple try to go about their daily life. Various situations are used
as props to the story, including walking hand-in-hand with one’s children, sitting, taking a carriage, getting into
an omnibus, the crinoline taking up all the sweepings from the street and the negotiation of doors and stairs.
Eventually the couple are reconciled when Mrs Caudle gives up the fashion so they can again be ‘Nearer &
Dearer.’

Mrs Caudle was a figure of fun invented by Douglas Jerrold in 1845 that had her as a ‘cantankerous, whining
old busybody’. She would frequently appear as a stock figure of fun in would feature in Punch for many years,
however Onwhyn ends his adaptation happily, unlike the Jerrold’s original on which it is based.
Abbey, Life, 606.

QUEEN ELIZABETH REVEALED

57. [OPTICAL PRINT - KENILWORTH]. SPOONER’S PROTEAN VIEWS NO. 33. Kenilworth
Castle Restored. Changing to Queen Elisabeth’s Visit to the Earl of Leicester. London: W[illiam]
Spooner, 377 Strand, [1848].
£ 300
Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print, 285 × 230 mm, (transforming when held to a
strong light), with lithographic label mounted beneath, as usual.
When held up against strong light the view of the recently re-shaped castle is transformed into a nocturnal
celebration with the festive courtiers in front, holding torches and a big fireworks display above the building.

UNRECORDED

58. [OVID]. ŒNONE TO PARIS: Translated from Ovid. With the Latin text and a few notes.
London: Printed for the Author, sold by White, Cochrane, and Co., 1815.
£ 300
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vi, 7-32; apart from a few light marks, a clean copy throughout; in recent marbled

wraps.
Rare, and as far as we are aware unrecorded, first edition of this new
translation of Œnone to Paris from Ovid’s The Heroides.
‘We have, I believe, no entire translation of the “Heroides” of Ovid, but
one, which was published about a century ago by Garth. That
translation, being the performance of various hands, is necessarily
unequal. Undertaken at a time when the heroic measure was not so
polished as at present, it is inharmonious. Executed - either by persons
of no repute, or by those who trusted to their original productions for
the acquisition of fame, and looked only for emolument from these, it is
often inaccurate, and sometimes unintelligible. With the exception of
those parts of it to which the names of Dryden and of Pope are affixed,
there is little which can convey any adequate notion to the English
reader of the elegance, the spirit, and the tenderness, which characterize
the writings of Ovid’ (Advertisement, pp. iii-iv)
The anonymous translator concludes their Advertisement: ‘Should I be
encouraged to persevere, I shall hope to produce at no distant period a
complete Translation of Ovid’s Epistles’. We have been unable to find
evidence of this being published, and therefore presume the present
work met with little enthusiasm.
Not in OCLC or COPAC.
‘GRATITUDE TO THE WOMEN IN PRISON, REVERENCE FOR THEIR COURAGE AND SELFLESSNESS’

59. PANKHURST, Christabel. A CHALLENGE! Miss Pankhurst’s unpublished Article in this week’s
‘Votes for Women’, 8 March 1912. Women’s Press, 156 Charing Cross Road, London. [1912]. £ 300
ORIGINAL FLYER. 1 page (28cm x 20cm), printed on recto
only, lightly browned and chipped to extremities, but still a
very good example of this fragile, and consequently rare,
item.
Rare survival of this leaflet issued by the Women’s Social and
Political Union in the week that Christabel Pankhurst had
eluded the police and escaped to Paris - and ‘Votes for
Women’ was censored. The article that was to have been
included was, instead, issued by the WSPU as the present
leaflet.
‘Gratitude to the women in prison, reverence for their
courage and selflessness - these are the feelings that stir the
hearts of every one of us. A cause must triumph that is
fought by such soldiers as these. Our prisoners in Holloway
take rank with those heroes and liberators who names are
set like jewels in our national history’ (opening paragraph).
The article concludes by promising ‘Repression will make the
fire of rebellion burn brighter. Harsher punishment will be a
direct invitation to more drastic acts of militancy.’

AN EARLY CIRCLE LINE

60. PARSONS, Perceval Moses. PROPOSED LONDON RAILWAY, to afford Direct Railway
communication between the City and Westminster, and all the western suburbs: including Pimlico,
Chelsea, Knightsbridge, Brompton, Kensington, Hammersmith, Bayswater, Notting Hill, Shepherd’s
Bush, Turnham Green, Chiswick, Brentford, Kew, etc., and to unite the whole of the existing
Metropolitan railways both north and south of the Thames, and provide them with a general central
station. London: W.S. Johnson 1853.
£ 1,250
FIRST AND ONLY EDITION. 8vo, pp. 29 , [1]; two very large and folding lithograph plans, hand coloured,
and mounted on linen (rather soiled); original scarlet cloth, joints skilfully repaired.
By the 1850’s most of the mainline London termini had been opened so it was a logical step that Parsons
should put forward his plan to link them together.
His proposed line ran from a junction with the LSWR at Brentford via Chiswick, Hammersmith, Brompton,
Westminster and so on, throwing out branches as it went on to connect with the trunk lines coming into
London, including one across the river at Chelsea Reach, to make a further connection with the LSWR. Just
upstream of Hungerford Bridge there was to be a large central terminus, partly built on an embankment and
with a main frontage, 800 feet in length, in Great Scotland Yard, behind Northumberland House.
From Brompton Road the line was to be carried on a masonry viaduct, which would house handsome shops
and ‘with a little architectural decoration, would form a handsome arcade’. The part that crossed Great
George Street and Parliament Street, because of its proximity to Westminster Abbey, was to be of ‘an
ornamental gothic design’ in iron and from the terminus eastward the viaduct, now of iron girder construction
on cast-iron piers, would stand offshore in the river. The river crossing would also be built in this way but
with big spans of 250 feet.
In the book Parsons describes his railway, including an estimate of costs. It is accompanied by two fine maps,
one showing the proposed route and the other showing the site of the terminus and the ample scale of its
layout. Parsons succeeded in interesting no less an engineer than Robert Stephenson and, according to his
Institute of Civil Engineers obituary, the scheme appeared promising but was hindered by the Crimean War,
after which other proposals ‘of less wide pretensions’ were regarded more favourably. The obituary notes of
Parsons himself that he was ‘a sufferer from the almost universal delusion of clever inventors, namely, the idea
that if they can do anything which is of great public benefit, the authorities will patronize and reward them [!]’.
OCLC records four copies worldwide, three in the UK at Cambridge, Senate House, NLS and, with one
further copy in the US, at Stanford.

LINCOLNSHIRE DISCOURSES

61. PARTRIDGE, Samuel. THREE DISCOURSES; on the following subjects: I. The complete
happiness of righteous persons will not take place before the general resurrection and judgment. II.
The state of the soul between death and the resurrection. III. The blessed, in heaven, will distinguish
and know those who were dear to them upon Earth. Preached in the Parish Church of Boston, in the
County of Lincoln. Boston, Printed and sold by Hellaby, 1808.
£ 250
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [ii], 78, [1] advertisement, [1] blank; some

browning in places, tear to margin of initial blank; in contemporary paperbacked blue boards, titled in ink on spine, joints cracked (but holding
firm), spine rubbed and boards lightly dust-soiled, but still a very good
copy.
Uncommon first edition of these three theological discourses by the
Lincolnshire magistrate and vicar Samuel Partridge (born 1750).
Partridge notes at the end that “These Discourses are greatly altered
from ‘Sermons sur l’Etat Intermediare entre la Mort et la bienheureuse
Resurrection…’” by J.M. Roux, pastor at the Walloon church at
Maastricht, which had been published in 1803. Partridge in fact preached,
and published, a number of sermons taken from earlier French sources,
“altered and adapted to the English Pulpit”, intending them “to point out
the just mid-way betwixt the coolness of English, and the inordinate
warmth of French pulpit-oratory”.
Partridge became Vicar of Boston in Lincolnshire in 1785, and contributed
numerous reviews toThe British Critic.
OCLC records three copies, at Penn State, Columbia, and the Newberry
Library, COPAC adds three in the UK, at the BL, Cambridge and Lambeth
Palace.

DRINKING RHYMES

62. [PATRIOTS CLUB]. THE TOASTS AT THE
PATRIOTS CLUB at London. London, Printed in the Year,
MDCCXXXIV [1734].
£ 300
8vo, pp. 8, woodcut vignette on title and at the end, headpiece
at the beginning of text; title with paper flaws, not affecting
printed surface, spotted and browned; disbound, as issued.
In the early eighteenth century a host of Whig clubs dedicated
to ‘beef and liberty’ sprang up over Britain, the earliest being
the Kit-Cat Club. The Patriots Club, or ‘Rump-Steak or Liberty
Club’, aimed to campaign and mobilise the Whigs against
Walpole, who in some songs and toasts is ridiculed, while
several society ladies are cheered on in these drinking rhymes.
OCLC locates copies in North America, at Yale, Harvard,
Chicago, Minnesota, NYPL and North Carolina.

‘TO ENABLE HER YOUTHFUL FRIENDS … TO BECOME ADEPT
IN THE CHARMING ART OF PAPER FLOWER MAKING’

63.

[PEACHEY, Emma]. THE LITTLE FLOWER MAKER. London. A.N. Myers & Co, [1869]. £ 750

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, 12pp booklet and 12 lithographed plates, some marginal foxing and minor chipping,

otherwise clean; bound in original cloth backed publisher’s pictorial boards, lacking original ties, lightly dustsoiled, but still a very good copy.
A rare, beautifully produced work designed by ‘Mrs Peachey, a first
rate artist in her department … favourably known to the public, by
a former work on Modelling Wax Flowers…to enable her youthful
friends, who have often admired specimens of her skill, to become
adept in the charming art of paper flower making’.
Mrs Peachey explains how the work is to be used within her short
treatise on the art of making paper flowers; ‘in the
portfolio…there will be found six sheets, each with a coloured
representation of a bouquet’, ‘three sheets marked B, C, D’
showing ‘the actual shapes into which the paper must be cut for
the petals of the flowers’, ‘in similar manner, the shapes of the
leaves of the same flowers, are also given (on sheets E and F), and
finally ‘the sheet marked A, shows the manipulation requisite in
order to perfect the flowers’.

The little flower maker is far rarer than Emma Peachey’s better
known The royal guide to wax flower modelling (London, 1851),
presumably not least because the practical nature of the work
would have seen most copies heavily used, and perhaps even
dissected, by keen Victorian crafters.
COPAC locates a single copy at BL, OCLC adds a further copy at
Yale.

THE GROWN-UP WOMAN’S GUIDE TO MODERN LIVING

64. [PERIODICAL]. WOMAN’S WEEKLY A run of the magazine from the very first issue - 4
November 1911 - to 6 April 1912 plus the issue for 14 September 1912. [Printed and published
weekly for the Proprietors at Carmelite House, London] [1911-12].
£ 250
Together 20 issues, comprising 1-9, 11-14, 16-18, 20, 22, 23 & 46; some issues with competition’s cut out
where entered; lightly browned due to paper stock, but still generally clean throughout; stapled as issued in
the original pictorial wraps, a couple of issues chipped and cracked along hinge, otherwise apart from some
light dust-soiling a nice early run.
An early run of the Woman’s Weekly magazine. Priced at a penny, the magazine from its very beginning is
packed with advice about housekeeping, fashion - for women and children, childcare, and with serials by the
likes of the Scottish journalist Annie S. Swan. (1859-1843).
‘Launched in 1911, Woman’s Weekly has been a successful magazine title for over 100 years. Woman’s
Weekly focuses on the home, family and lives of grown-up women, providing them with health advice and
hints on how to feel good at any age. Featuring beauty and fashion advice which is age-relevant, it aims to give
women the confidence to experiment by adapting the latest trends to suit them.
Woman’s Weekly aims to inspire readers to be creative with cookery, home, gardening and craft ideas. Each
week also features a fiction story and generally upbeat real-life stories. Woman’s Weekly says it is “the grownup woman’s guide to modern living”’ (Wikipedia).
OCLC only lists three entries for the 1911 first issue, at Oxford, the BL and the Bard Graduate Center in
New York.
MR SMITHER’S FOLLOWS THE QUEEN

65. PHILLIPS, Watts. THE QUEEN IN IRELAND or Mr Smithers’s Unsuccessful Attempt to follow
in the footsteps of her Majesty. London, D. Bogue, n.d. [c.1850].
£ 850
Strip panorama consisting of 18 etched plates (130 x 1700 mm overall) by Watts Phillips; folding concertina
fashion into original illustrated boards, expertly rebacked, some dust-soiling, but still a very good copy.

Scarce satirical panorama, telling the story in nineteen vignetted images of an enthusiastic royalist, Mr
Smithers, who is inspired by Queen Victoria’s visit to Ireland in 1850 to pay his own visit, but suffers a
sequence of misadventures. The front cover carries the title, the artist, the imprint, prices, and a picture of a
‘paddy’ waving an Irish flag. On the back cover is Gallic text - ‘Cead mile failte frin aboo’ and the same ‘paddy’
playing a harp.
Queen Victoria visited Ireland in early autumn, 1849. The event would become the subject of Phillips’s
‘Diorama of the Royal Visit to Ireland’, opened at the Chinese Gallery near Hyde Park Corner on 18 Mar.
1850.
Watts Phillips (1825-74) was the only pupil of George Cruikshank and an early contributor to Punch. He
gradually abandoned caricature and illustration for success as a dramatist and, less successfully as a novelist.
The publication, which betrays elements of current Hibernophobia, sold at one shilling plain, and two shillings
coloured.
Not in Abbey; OCLC records three copies in North America, at Indiana, Harvard and the Huntington.

A SUMPTUOUS COPY

66. POPE, Alexander THE WORKS OF ALEXANDER POPE, ESQ. Volume the first. Containing his
Juvenile Poems and translations. Vol. I. [-VIII]. London: Printed for S. Crowder, C. Ware, and T.
Payne. 1770.
£ 650

Eight volumes, 12mo, pp. vii, [i] blank, 13-292; 276; [x], 11-286; [x], 11-273, [1] blank; [viii], 9-275, [1] blank;
[xii], 13-276; xii, 13-276; xiv, 15-287, [1] blank; blank prelims (ix-xii) removed from vol. I, alittle foxed in
places (due to paper stock) throughout; bound in contemporary red morocco, spines tooled in gilt with green
morocco labels lettered and numbered in gilt, boards ruled in gilt, chip to head of vol. III, otherwise a
handsome and desirable set.
A sumptuous copy, bound in full red morocco, of this scarce printing of William Warburton’s edition of the
works of Alexander Pope.
‘Although Warburton had attacked Pope when a member of the Theobald circle, even contributing
anonymous articles against him in the Daily Journal in March and April 1728, he defended the theology of
Pope’s Essay on Man in a series of letters in The History of the Works of the Learned in December 1738.
These letters were a reply to a work by a Swiss divine, Jean Pierre de Crousaz, who, in his Examen de l’essai
de Monsieur Pope sur l’homme (1737), had identified the argument of the poem with Leibnizianism;
Warburton’s able, if suitably combative, defence appeared as Vindication, in 1740. As a result of this
unexpected defence, in which Pope’s essay was read as an exercise in Newtonian natural theology, Warburton
spent a week with him at Twickenham in 1740, having been introduced to him through the good offices of
William Murray, later Lord Mansfield. Pope thus gained an increasingly influential theologian as his
philosophical apologist, and Warburton gained the friendship of an extremely well-connected writer…’
[ODNB]
At the poet’s death Warburton became his executor, and was left half of Pope’s library, and the copyright of
his works, of which Warburton published an edition in 1751 on which this edition is based.
OCLC records copies in North America at Toronto, Minnesota, New Mexico State, Swarthmore College,
Roanoke College, and William and Mary College.
“A PROFLIGATE PARODY OF MR POPE’S EPISTLE”

67. [POPE]. [MATTHEWS, John or PORSON,
Richard]. ELOISA EN DISHABILLE, being A New
Version of that Lady’s Celebrated Epistle to Abelard.
ascribed to Professor Porson. London: [imprint
W.Hughes Printer Maiden Lane] Printed in the Year
MDCCCXXII. [1822].
£ 285
ONE OF FIFTY COPIES PRINTED. 8vo, pp. [50] (irregularly
paginated pp. [7], ff. 7-25, pp. 26-27, [1] imprint); engraved
frontispiece portrait and extra illustrated with seven plates; in
half Roxburghe style binding, spine lettered in gilt, with the
armorial bookplate of James Comerford, sold at his sale
Sotheby 1881, lot 1030 for £1 and a later inscription below of
N.H. Walker Oct. ‘84’.

Eloisa en deshabille (1780), was described at the time as “a
profligate parody of Mr Pope’s Epistle”. In this a burlesque
and witty version matched Pope’s original line for line and in
later editions appeared opposite his poem. It was written in
anapaestic measure with frequent disyllabic and trisyllabic
rhymes, of which one of the most notorious was …
Angelic I thought thee – some spirit ethereal!
Nor dream’d that the transports I felt were venereal.
The poem has been ascribed to several authors, of whom
Richard Porson was once considered the most likely,
although a strong case has also been made for John Matthews.
OCLC: 11966999.

STOCKBROKERS CARICATURISED

68. [PROSPERI, Liborio]. ‘LIB’. CATALOGUE OF ORIGINAL CARICATURES by “Lib”. Exhibiting
at 24 Mincing Lane, December 1st to 18th, 1884. Which will be sold by auction … at the London
Commercial Salerooms. London: Published by E. I. Billing, [1884].
£ 650
8vo, pp. [20] including printed wrappers; 102 caricature portraits, six to a page, printed on grey blue paper,
the subjects (mostly) identified in pencil beneath each image; bound in later water-silked grain blue cloth, spine
lettered in gilt.
Clearly the artists own copy, tricked out with all the brokers names, and, just as important to him, prices that
each of the portraits fetched at the auction. Mincing Lane, where the presale exhibition was held, was then a
centre of the tea brokerage, although the brokers that form the subjects of Lib’s satirical brush seem to be
from every field of business.
The press notices at the beginning of the work describe Prosperi as a ‘wicked caricaturist, who has followed
the brokers into their own familiar haunts, and caught their airs and graces, their poses and peculiarities, with
an alarming degree of faithfulness.’ Prices when auctioned off chiefly came in at 25/- 35/- 40/- and 50/- but then
quite a few were reaching four and five guineas with the last lot for a broker named R.W. Dalton making £10.
The auction was timed to take place after deals had been concluded by the brokers on the Friday before
Christmas, a time when the years business had been wrapped up - a clever ploy!
No doubt some high prices were run up by business rivals joshing with the some of their colleagues. That we
have been unable to discover a single one of these caricatures in any public collection may indicate that the
originals were sharp enough for brokers to try and conceal their usurped physiognomy. Another press notice
printed in the catalogue suggests that the caricaturists who illustrated Vanity Fair had a rival, and indeed
Prosperi from 1885 became one artist for this famous journal.
Rare, apparently unrecorded.

LEEDS VERSE

69. [PROVINCIAL POETRY]. EFFUSIONS OF FANCY. [Leeds],
Printed by Baines and Fenwick: for Richardson and Co., Royal
Exchange, London. 1798.
£ 225
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 35, [1] blank; apart from a few light marks to

prelims, a very good copy; in recent marbled wraps.
Rare first edition of this anonymous collection of verse, which is noted in
the ‘Advertisement’ as ‘written at various periods of the author’s life, and
consequently, under the immediate impulse of a variety of circumstances.
What he then hastily committed to paper, he has now revised, with a view
to render them less unworthy of the public attention’ (p. 3). Amongst the
pieces included we find ‘Stanza’s on the Mutability of earthly Enjoyments’,
‘The Lover’s Soliloquy’ and Sonnets to ‘Commerce’ and ‘W. Cowper’:
‘Oh! when will Britain wipe the stain away?
Oh! when shall Cowper pour the applauding lay’ (p. 25).
The work concludes with a note from the author stating his intention that
‘if the present publication be favourably received, to solicit the indulgence
of his friends to one or more short collections of a similar nature’ (p. 35).
ESTC & OCLC record only the copy at the British library.
COMMEMORATING QUEEN VICTORIA’S FIRST VISIT TO THE GUILDHALL

70. [QUEEN VICTORIA]. QUEEN VICTORIA AT THE GRAND ENTERTAINMENT. In the
Guildhall of the City of London, on the 9th Day of November; 1837. [London], Published November
10th 1837, by Dean & Munday, 35 Threadneedle Street. [1837].
£ 385

ORIGINAL WOODCUT ENGRAVING. Single sheet

480mm x 375mm, with panoramic view of the
banquet at head, with further vignettes of ‘The
Queen’, ‘The Duchess of Kent’, ‘Gog & Magog,
the two giants in Guildhall’ and with ‘The
Queen in her State Carriage’ at foot, all
handcoloured, the blank centre filled in mss
with ‘An Address to the Deity’ and signed
‘Charles Sanger, Fisherton, 1838’; lightly dustsoiled with signs of having once been folded,
some tears and minor loss along central fold
and small portion missing in margin (just
affecting one of the images), nevertheless still a
very good copy of this fragile, and thus rare,
item. some fold marks and wear to edges, and
evidence of having once been mounted,
nevertheless in fresh original condition.
A charming writing sheet commemorating
Queen Victoria’s first visit to the Guildhall on
the 9th November 1837 after her accession to
the throne, printed the day after the event.

STATE PROCESSION TO THE OPENING
OF THE ROYAL EXCHANGE

71. [QUEEN
VICTORIA].
STATE
PROCESSION, from Buckingham Palace, to
the Royal Exchange, on the Twenty-Eighth
Day of October, 1844. [London] By
Authority:- Printed for Her Majesty’s
Stationary Office. [1844].
£ 650
LARGE

COMMEMORATIVE

BROADSIDE.

33.5cm x 92cm, printed in blue with ornate red
floral border, some dust-soiling and wear to
fold lines, otherwise in good clean original
state.
Rare survival of this large broadside printed to
commemorate
Queen
Victoria’s
state
procession to the opening of the Royal
Exchange.
‘Her appearance at the Royal Exchange opening
on 28 October 1844 rendered her a more
spectacularly royal cynosure. She and Albert
arrived in a long procession, “her magnificent
Royal State carriage drawn by eight beautiful
cream-coloured horses.” She wore white satin
(a dress of Spitalfields manufacture, to show
her personal support for English manufactures)
and a silver and diamond tiara. The fullsome
report in the London Times the next day
emphasizes both the enthusiasm and the fine
appearance of the crowd that had thickly lined
the procession route (from Buckingham Palace
into the city to the Exchange) since early
morning. Not only was “Her Majesty ….
greeted with the greatest of enthusiasm - the
cheering and waving of hats and handkerchiefs
being continued down the whole of the densely
crowded line”; but also the spectators were
“well-dressed”, and in the windows of city
houses could be seen “an unusual display of the
finery the female attire for which our City
ladies have long been celebrated.” The Queen
provides the occasion, but the news is the
prosperity of her spectator-subjects. At the
opening ceremony itself the Queen’s speech
states that “the extension of commerce” is an
“object near to my heart,” and that she will
“rejoice if I am thus enabled, by the blessing of
Divine Providence, to promote the prosperity
and happiness of all classes of my subjects.”’
(Homans: Royal Representations: Queen
Victoria and British Culture, 1837-1876, 1998,
p. 6).

EARLY RAILWAY GAME

72. [RAILWAY GAME]. WALLIS, Edward, publisher. WALLIS’S LOCOMOTIVE GAME OF
RAILROAD ADVENTURES. London: Edward Wallis, 42, Skinner Street. [n.d., c. 1840].
£ 1,250
Hand-coloured lithograph sheet [61.5 x 49 cm.], dissected into 15 sections and linen backed; folding into the
original dark green vertically ribbed cloth boards, blocked and titled in gilt and blind, some rubbing and spine;
trade ticket of W. Wild, Brighton on initial pastedown; without the separately printed rule book.
One of the earliest games to use the railway as a subject.
‘One early example was Wallis’s Locomotive Game of Railroad Adventures, published about 1840. Printed on
linen and folded in the format of a map, the game had forty-eight picture squares, arranged in double-banked
manner around the sides. They depicted railway engines, carriages and wagons; station frontages, including the
Euston Arch; engines in snowdrifts; engines off the rails, and passengers losing their hats while at speed in
open carriages. Many appear to have been copied, in both format and subject, from contemporary prints.
Players drew counters to play, which allowed the usual options of advancing, being sent back or missing a turn.
A player won by reaching the central square, which was embellished with a picture of Britannia.’ [Freeman]
Another interesting design feature of this game is how the artist has used interconnected steampipes as a
border and as a foil to carry the numbers of each picture squares. Also interesting is the upper cover image
showing the newly constructed Primrose Hill Tunnel outside Euston station, built for the newly constructed
London and Birmingham Railway of 1837 and the trade ticket of the Brighton merchant W. Wild who was
clearly cashing in on the the new Brighton Line in 1841, which helps to pin down the date of this example.
Whitehouse, p. 44; Michael Freeman Railways and the Victorian Imagination Yale, 1999, p. 203.
HISTORY, CULTIVATION AND USE OF COCHINEAL DESCRIBED

73. RUSSO FERRUGGIA, Salvatore. SULLA COLTIVAZIONE DELLA COCCINIGLIA e suoi usi
economici … Palermo, tipografia del Giornale Letterario. 1836.
£ 285

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 13-76, [1] index, [1] blank, [1]
advertisement, [1] blank; lightly foxed in places, but generally clean
throughout; bound in contemporary green roan, boards with gilt border,
spine ruled in gilt, light surface wear, but not detracting from this being a
handsome and appealing copy.
First edition of this rare work by the Sicilian historian Ferruggia.on the
history, cultivation, and use of cochineal.
After a general history of cochineal, the author describes the cultivation of
the nopal cactus on which the beetles live, discussing the preparation of
the soil, planting, and general maintenance of the cactus, before describing
the diseases to which it is susceptible, and their treatments. The work
then goes on to describe the raising of the cochineal, discussing both wild
and cultivated cochineal, the various predators and illnesses which can
befall the beetles, the uses of cochineal, and the possibility and desirability
of cultivating them in Sicily.
Throughout, Ferruggia links the history of the cochineal with that of the
southwestern United States and with Mexico, while displaying a breadth of
reference that encompasses Chambers’ Cyclopædia, the Encyclopédie, and
the work of Linnaeus.
Not in OCLC; ICCU records two copies, both in Sicily, at the Biblioteca regionale universitaria, Catania and
the Biblioteca centrale della Regione siciliana Alberto Bombace in Palermo.
‘TODAY WE PUNISH A STOCK-JOBBING JEW’

74. [SHAKESPEARE]. GRANVILLE, George. THE JEW OF VENICE. A Comedy. written originaly
by Mr. Wm. Shakespear [sic] ; now altered & very much improved by the Hon. M. Granville. Printed
for T. Johnson, Bookseller at the Hague. 1711.
£ 750
SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. 67, [1] blank; some minor dust-soiling in

places, but generally clean throughout; in later vellum, spine lettered in
gilt, minor soiling, but still a desirable copy, with the contemporary
ownership signature of ‘Martha Mason’ at foot of title.
Scarce adaptation, or arguably rewrite, of Shakespeare’s The merchant of
Venice, by English poet, playwright, and politician who served as a Privy
Counsellor from 1712, George Granville, 1st Baron Lansdowne (16661735).
‘In 1701 George Granville’s The Jew of Venice, a re-write rather than an
adaptation, appealed to anti-Jewish and anti-city of London prejudices. In
the light of the subsequent critical and theatrical tradition, Granville’s play
(performed at Lincoln’s Inn Fields on 11 January 1701) was unusual in
shifting dramatic emphasis from Shylock to Bassanio, who was played by
the leading actor Thomas Betterton. The comedian Thomas Doggett
played Shylock as a comic type. The prologue was quite candid about the
play’s purpose: ‘Today we punish a Stock-jobbing Jew’. Granville appealed
to prejudice: out of 124 brokers on the London Stock Exchange only 12
were Jewish, for a 1697 law limited Jewish representation. Granville’s
adaptation moved to Covent Garden in 1714 where it played before large
audiences until closing in 1735’ (The Merchant of Venice: Shakespeare:
The Critical Tradition, 2005, edited by Vickers and Baker, Vol. 5, p. 1).
This version also features a masque, Peleus and Thetis, inserted between Acts 2 and 3. Although here found
separately - evidently due to its success - it was also issued as part of A collection of the best English plays (1710-21).
OCLC records three copies in the UK, at Cambridge, NLS, and the BL, with one further copy in North
America, at Minnesota; further copies, issued as part of A Collection of the best English plays are found at
Illinois, Sydney and Toronto.

CLAIMING TO SOLVE ‘THE GREAT METEOROLOGICAL MYSTERY’

75. SHEPHERD, George. THE CLIMATE OF ENGLAND its meteorological character explained,
and the changes of future years revealed. A solution of the great problem which has defied the
philosophy of all ages, with meteorological tables from the year 1656 to 1861. With appendix,
England’s position and England’s only hope … London: Longman, Green, Longman, and Roberts.
1861.
£ 350
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [ii], viii, 65, [1]; with large folding ‘Chart of the Constellations’ and three large

folding tables; with errata and advertisement tipped in; bound in the original green blindstamped publisher’s
cloth, upper board lettered in gilt, some marking to covers and rubbing to extremities, minor splits to joints
(but holding firm), still a very good copy.
Scarce first edition of this rather eccentric work on The Climate of England, in which the author claims to
solve ‘the great meteorological mystery’.
‘It all amounts to this:- The character of the seasons year by year regulates itself in cycles of twelve years each,
corresponding mainly with position of the planet Jupitor, whose period of revolution round the sun corresponds
pretty nearly with twelve terrestrial years … Except when “perturbations occur,” this is the order of events,
distinguishing the years according to the constellations in which Jupiter is found, and by the terms “ favourable”
or “ disastrous,”—the year 1859 being an example of the former, and 1860 of the latter term …
The “perturbations” Mr. Shepherd regards as due to the influence of comets. He devotes several pages to an
endeavour to prove this, but whatever truth there may be in the general law laid down above, we think that
his illustrations in this respect are not only far-fetched but unsatisfactory … For our own part, we think our
author would have served the interests of science better had he been content with demonstrating the
seasonal cycles and leaving the planets and comets alone. To Mr. Shepherd’s mind the planet Saturn exerts a
mysterious influence also, and as this is partly sanitary, we will quote what he says :—
“In 1860, this planet is in the constellation Leo, with Jupiter entering the same constellation; the heavens pour
down a deluge of rain. In 1845 Saturn is in opposition; we are visited with that terrible scourge the ‘potato
disease.’ In 1830 the planet is again in Leo. In 1831 we are visited with that awful pestilence, the cholera,
which raged in almost every part of the world. In 1815 this planet is again in opposition, and in 1816 the
heavens pour down torrents of rain; in 1800 this planet is again in Leo, and both 1799 and 1800 pour down
their furious calamities and a deluge of rain. Tracing the planet still further back, we find it in 1665 in
opposition; that year brought on our country one of its direst calamities, ‘the great plague of London.’ “ (p.
27).

An Appendix is added entitled “England’s Position and England’s only Hope.” This means that we must
counteract the otherwise disastrous effects of bad seasons by making the best of the materials at hand for
fertilisation of our soil. It is a treatise on the application of town sewage to agricultural purposes. We presume
none of us will disagree with Mr. Shepherd upon the desirableness of this conversion of all that is nasty and
disgusting into food for our teeming millions’ (Review in The Medical Times and Gazette, vol. I, 1861).
OCLC records five copies in North America, at Johns Hopkins, Boston Public library, Boston Athenaeum, UC
Riverside and California State, Sutro library.
PRINTED AT HOME, ON A PRIVATE PRESS

76. [SIMMS, Frederick Richard, ‘Fred’]. ETERNITY! IMMENSITY! Illustrated by a Series extracts
from the works of the most eminent authors, collected and Printed by Fred. Simms, at his Private
Press, Henwyke, Worcester. 1885.
£ 225
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [viii], 160; lightly spotted in places; in the original printed brown wraps, a little dust-

soiled and spotted, but still a good copy; deaccessioned from the City of Worcester libraries, with a few
stamps and the remains of a label on verso of front wrapper.
Scarce first edition of this selection of extracts from eminent author’s, printed at home in Henwyke,
Worcester, on his private press by Fred Simms.
‘The immediate cause of my making this collection of extracts,
was the reading Mr. Ragg’s essay, “Creation’s Testimony to its
God;” which made such an impression on my mind, that I
determined to reprint the passages (being the first extracts of the
collection) for distribution. While setting up the type, I thought
other authors might throw further light on the subject, so I
betook myself to our public library, to which I am indebted for
the use of several of the works from which the extracts are
made. The time occupied in reading, copying the extracts, and
printing the book, was about two hours each evening of the last
two winters’ (pp. iii-iv).
The extracts include ‘More Worlds than one’ by David Brewster,
‘Celestial Scenery’ by Thomas Dick, ‘Astronomy’ and ‘Popular
Lectures’ by Sir John Herschel and ‘Inductive Philosophy’ by
‘Powell Baden’ [sic].
We believe the printer/editor to be Frederick Richard Simms
(1863-1944) British mechanical engineer, businessman, prolific
inventor and motor industry pioneer who coined the words
‘petrol’ and ‘motorcar.’ It could of course be his father also a
‘Fred’, but the sheer eccentricity of the work makes us more
confident in attributing it to the son. The only other work we
could find published by him was Dictionary of religions and
religious sects in 1883.
Not in OCLC or COPAC.
TONICS FIT FOR A QUEEN (AND HER CONSORT)

77. SKEVINGTON, Samuel Richardson. A PHARMACIST’S MANUSCRIPT RECIPE BOOK.
[Various places], [1836 and later].
£ 1,500
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. Approx 240 pages, made up of folding a few sheets of writing paper in small quires and

filled with recipes, printed labels, notes and jottings in ink and pencil; lightly dust-soiled and foxed, but recipes
on the whole clear and legible; all loosely inserted within a servicable old binding, here a copy of Hood’s
Comic Annual, worn, rubbed and dust-soiled, as one would expect of an item of this nature, but nevertheless
a very appealing and important item.

Samuel Skevington (1824-1905) was born in Turvey, Bedfordshire and was still living there when he started his
collection of receipts in 1836. It appears that he was apprenticed, or at the very least worked for, Peter
Squire, a major chemist established at 227 Oxford Street, London. Squire also came from Bedfordshire and
there may be some connection between the two families as in 1837, when Squires was appointed as Chemist
in Ordinary to Queen Victoria, he would have had to take on some new employees due to the increase in
business. Skevington, one such new arrival, appears to have collected these receipts over the course of the
next twenty years, folding a few sheets of writing paper in small quires, and when filled with notes, slotting
them into a serviceable old binding, here a copy of Hood’s Comic Annual.
He took care to paste in examples of Squire’s trade labels used on various pill boxes and bottles and also two
very special labels which were meant to be pasted onto bottles of Queen Victoria’s ‘Night Draught’ and
‘Cooling Draught’. What looks like the recipe for one of Squire’s concoctions on the verso of the same leaf as
indeed are included the recipes for ‘Prince Albert’s tooth powder’ and ‘Prince Albert’s hair wash’, and thereby
hangs a tale… .
Most of the recipes would have been copied down from Peter Squire and these include such everyday salves
as ‘Anti Acid Tooth Pills’, ‘Milk Roses’, ‘Scent of Pomade’, ‘Bandoline’ or ‘Mr Franklyn’s Red Balls/ Nimrods/
Animal Antimony 3iii/ Bals Sulph 3ii/Camphor 3;/ Nitre 3iv/ Divided into 10 balls. 4/2’.
Skevington left Squires employment to start his own establishment sometime in the 1850’s and settled at the
fast expanding seaside resort of Brighton. By 1869 he was a successful entrepreneur in his own right, although
he did have some trouble with the law. In that year a ‘Mr George bought from Mr Skevington a chemical
which he had compounded himself and which he represented as being fit to be used for washing the hair; the
hairwash was to be used, as the defendant knew, by Mrs George. It had, however, been improperly
compounded by the defendant, and when Mrs George used it her hair was destroyed. Such are the bare facts
as they can be reconstructed from the pleadings ….’ Skevington lost. ‘George v Skevington, therefore, was an
important landmark case in establishing the liability of at least some negligent manufacturers, and potentially a
major landmark in establishing a general rule of manufacturers’ liability some 70 years before Donoghue v
Stevenson’.
More to the point, was the formula that burnt off poor Mrs George’s locks one of the ‘hair washes’ amongst
our recipes? This makes us wonder what toxic element was accidentally introduced and if it was the same
recipe that the Prince Consort was wont to use! For an interesting and entertaining account of the George v
Skevington case see David Ibbetson chapter in Landmark Cases in the Law of Tort, (Hart Publishing, 2010)
We do not know much more of Skevington’s career but he appears to have lived out his life in the Brighton &
Hove area, prosperous, independent and dying in his 85th year in 1905.

GOTHIC NOVEL SET IN THE PRISONS OF TERROR

78. [SMITH, Julia Barnard]. THE PRISON OF MONTAUBAN; or, times of terror. A Reflective
Tale. By the editor of Letters of the Swedish court. London: Printed for C. Cradock, and W. Joy,
(successors to Mr. Ostell), 32, Paternoster-row. 1810.
£ 2,850
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], xi, [i] blank, 254, [2] advertisements; lightly dust-soiled in places, but generally

clean throughout; uncut in contemporary boards, expertly rebacked in sheep, spine ruled and lettered in gilt,
boards rather worn and dust-soiled, but still a very good copy.
Rare first edition of Julia Smith’s ‘nostalgic and slow-moving gothic’
novel set in fifteenth century France. ‘Even so, there are overtones
throughout of the more recent “times of terror” spawned by the
Revolution. Numerous details of plot and atmosphere appear to be
taken intact from earlier Gothics which used the suggestive horrors
of the French Revolution to maintain a climate of terror. The
situations of Francis Lathom’s Midnight Bell are brought to bear on
Smith’s emigre heroine, Laura. Montauban itself is a less a medieval
jail than a gruesome reflection of the Bastille or one of the
Republic’s jails crowded with condemned aristocrats’ (Block, p. 373).
Little seems to be known of the life of the author Julia Barnard
Smith (active 1809-1813). The Feminist Companion to Literature in
English notes that she was ‘a conservative novelist publishing at
London. Her Letters of the Swedish Court, 1809, purport to be
translated (by a man) from actual ones written by Gustavus III and
his queen … A dedication to Queen Caroline, attacking George IV,
points up the theme of royal reconciliation. In The Prisoner of
Montauban, 1810, a retiring, innocent, but well-educated heroine
converts a charming libertine to science and Christianity in the
prisons of the Terror; novelists, especially Sydney Morgan, are
condemned. In The Old School, 1813, a young woman writes to her
aunt praising the local squire’s actively benevolent family, inculcating
industry and modesty, and deploring modern fashions and
independent young women’ (pp. 997-8).
Garside, Raven & Schowerling 1810:78; Block The First Gothics 426; OCLC records four copies worldwide,
at the BL, Harvard, Die Deutsche Nationalbibliothek and Trinity College, Dublin; see Blain, Clements &
Grundy, The Feminist Companion to Literature in English (1990), pp. 997-8.
‘SHOULD NOT BE LENT OR PARTED WITH’

79. SMITH, Thomas. A FEW SELECTIONS FROM
MISCELLANEOUS MANUSCRIPTS written in early years, and at
various subsequent periods, to which is added “Life’s Pilgrimage,”
a poem in two chapters … Dedicated and presented to relatives,
schoolfellows, and friends, on his birthday, May 17, 1856. By the
Author. 1856. [W. Brickhill, Printer, Newington Butts]. 1856.
£ 275
FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 12mo, pp. x, 11-82; lightly
dust-soiled in places; in the original green cloth, minor rubbing to
extremities, otherwise a very good copy, inscribed at head of title to
‘Mrs. Perry from her affectionate brother, Thos. Smith’.
Rare first edition of this collection of poems by Thomas Smith,
‘dedicated and presented to relatives, schoolfellows, and friends, on his
birthday, May 17, 1856’.

‘It is my wish that every relative of mine - whether by consanguinity or marriage - and every contemporary
schoolfellow should possess, and, (as a mark of respect to me) retain a copy of this little work; also as
publicity is not my object in printing it, I would suggest that the same should not be lent or parted with, out of
possession, as I do not expect to be able to supply a second copy to any individual whatever’ (p. vi).
The poems include “The Warrior’s Tomb” (1827-8, aged 12), “Verses written at Midnight, December 31st,
1837” and “Sorrow’s Anniversary. Written one year after the death of my son, Thomas Wood Smith, who
died, 13th April, 1847, aged 5 years, before concluding with “Life’s Pilgrimage’, a reworking of a poem Smith
had written when he was 16.
COPAC records one copy, at the BL; no further copies recorded on OCLC.

ARSENIC FOR CHILDREN

80. [SPA TOWN DEVELOPMENT]. REMARKABLE ARCHIVE CHARTING THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE AUVERGNE SPA TOWN OF LA BOURBOULE. La Bourboule, 1870-1898.
£ 4,500
Five albums [ four 28 x 38 cms. and one 23 x 30 cms.] containing 281 full-plate photographs [approx. 21.5 x
16.5 cms.] together with a few portraits in a smaller format mounted on card ; original black morocco, some
wear to extremities; another album partly filled with family photographs and an archive of printed papers,
letters, ephemera, bill posters and various newspapers etc. connected with Lamarle and his family (18001923).
A unique photographic record of the development of the French Spa town of La
Bourboule. Known as the children’s spa, it has the strongest arsenic waters in Europe.
The five albums were collected together by Aimé Ernest Amédée Lamarle (1835-1898),
who as director of Compagnie des eaux minérales de la Bourboule, oversaw the rapid
development and rebuilding of the Spa town during the late 1870s to 1890s.
Recording the transformation from a distinctly varied jumble of buildings, the earliest
photograph dated 1865, into a regularly laid out town based around the Grands
Thermes, the photographs afford a superb account of development and exploitation
of the water cure in the late nineteenth century. Large hotels begin to populate the
spa with private villas, then distinctly isolated when built, although these were soon
to be engulfed in later development or soon demolished to make way for yet more
hotels and more modern villas. The spa, as it expands through this photographic record, gives the air of a
building site. As ever more resources were thrown into the project many of the semi-completed structures
dotted about the spa are everywhere surrounded, it must be added, by rough ground picket fences, immature
shrubs and trees. By the time of the last dated photographs in October 1897 La Bourboule had achieved
maturity, however, our director Lamarle died a year later so the albums come to a close.

The town had probably been known for its hot springs since antiquity and although development had begun in
the 1820’s it was something of an ad hoc affair as the ownership of the sources was shared between the
Choussy family, the Société Sedaiges, Mabru and Perrière, a mining company owned by the municipality each
of whom had their own well. Disputes were inevitable and resulted in a ‘War of the Wells.’ Litigation during
the 1850s and 60’s was continuous - not helped by the population of the expanding village of La Bourboule.
This situation could not continue and village residents asked for autonomy from the commune in 1871, and in
1875 this separation became effective.
The separation meant the population could devote all its energy to devolving the spa and from this time the
real beginning and transformational town began. The ‘Compagnie des eaux minéraux de La Bourboule’ was
founded on 25 August 1875 by Clermont-Ferrand, succeeding the Sedaiges, Mabru and Perriere societies.
Thanks to the contribution of its members, the company owns the rights to the mineral and spa waters
flowing on the communal lands, the right to collect and exploit them, plus a land of 10,000 m² on the right
bank in Bordering the Dordogne, the lease expiring in 1936, the Compagnie des Eaux also bought into the
project and through an alliance with local and financial interests the development of the Spa was put on a
progressive footing.
The five albums therefore record the transformation of the village into a major spa town. The consolidation of
interests into a virtual monopoly, together with a major construction campaign, was agreed between the
municipality and Compagnie des Eaux. The latter undertook to construct, within six years period, the thermal
baths, a town hall, a chapel, stone bridges, a casino, a concert hall with games and cafes, a road between Murat
and La Bourboule, another road between Le Mont-Dore and La Bourboule, as well as arraigning for walks and
a public square. The last competitors under this onslaught gave up and sold out to the Compagnie des Eaux.

INSPIRED BY YOUNG’S NIGHT THOUGHTS

81. SPENCER, John. HERMAS, or the Acarian Shepherds: A
Poem. In Sixteen Books … Vol. I [-II]. Newcastle Upon Tyne:
Printed by T. Saint. 1772.
£ 750
FIRST EDITION. Two volumes, 8vo, pp. [vi], xiv, 225, [1] blank; [ii],

374; some foxing, alittle stronger in places, but generally clean
throughout; in late eighteenth century marbled boards, rebacked, some
rubbing to boards, but still an appealing copy.
Hermas was edited and published after the author’s death, and at his
request, by William Hilton, whose introduction conveys a sense of duty
rather than enthusiasm for the task. It is a substantial work - ca. 15,000
lines - its heroic couplets inspired by Young’s Night Thoughts and
Harvey’s Meditations. His shepherd’s speak ‘in a style, familiar, plain and
simple … an humble imitation of the earliest stages of the world, when
sages and philosophers were companions of shepherds’ (p. v).
Given the circumstances under which it was published Hermas is
unsurprisingly rare, OCLC locating three copies in North America, at
the Lilly libary, Minnesota and the Newberry library, and copies in the
UK at the BL, Cambridge, Bodleian, NLS and three in Newcastle
libraries.
RARE CORNISH ELEGY

82. STOKES, Henry Sewell. LANHYDROCK. An Elegy … London: Longmans, Green and Co.,
[Bodmin: Liddell and Son]. 1882.
£ 175
FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. 16; mounted oval photograph of the house on the titlepage, and a tipped-in advertisement slip; a very good copy in original limp cloth, with silver lettering and ruled
border on the upper cover; with the armorial book-plate of John Davies Enys, and the inscription, ‘presented
to Francis John Enys, Esq, H.S. Stokes.’
Rare Elegy on the country estate of Lanhydrock in
Cornwall, by the Cornish poet and schoolfellow of
Charles Dickens, Henry Sewell Stokes (1808–1895).
The work was published shortly after the death of the
owner, Thomas James Lord Robartes, to whom the
work is dedicated along with his wife, Juliana. The
family was fated for Julia had sadly died the year before,
eight days ‘after the destruction by fire of the greater
part of Lanhydrock house’. The fire destroyed the
south wing and caused extensive damage to the central
section.
‘Hard for that lady, hard the shock to bear,
So frail, so wan, who had survived life’s term;
And though her dearest did her sorrow share,
And gave her comfort, in her breast the germ
Of death was planted, and on the eighth day
From that dread night her spirit pass’d away’ (p. 10).
The work concludes with a short biography of Lord
Robartes and a history of the family.
OCLC records five copies, all in the UK, at Cambridge,
Oxford, Plymouth, NLS and the BL.

THE ONLY GREAT WAR HOSPITAL ENTIRELY STAFFED BY FEMALE SUFFRAGISTS

83. [SUFFRAGE MOVEMENT]. A PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPH OF THE STAFF OF THE
MILITARY HOSPITAL ENDELL. London, Panoras, 60 Doughty Street, Camden, 1916.
£ 650
Panoramic photograph, 83cm by 26cm, framed and glazed.
The Endell Street Military Hospital was a Great War military hospital located in Covent Garden, central
London. This was the only hospital entirely staffed by female suffragists.
The hospital was established in May 1915 by Doctors Flora Murray and Louisa Garrett Anderson, and both
women were former members of the Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU). Murray acted as physician to
the militants but in addition spoke at meeting and rallies, marched in processions, provided first aid at Suffragette
demonstrations, and looked after Emmeline Pankhurst and other hunger-strikers after their release from prison.
She campaigned with other doctors against forcible feeding of prisoners. In the First World War she served in
France with the Women’s Hospital Corps (WHC) along with Garrett Anderson. They established military
hospitals for the Army in Paris and Wimereux. Their proposals to establish a hospital for British soldiers was
initially rejected by the authorities, but eventually the WHC became established at Endell Street.
The hospital was run under the Royal Army Medical Corps of the British Army, and in 1917 Murray and
Anderson each received a CBE for their work there. the Hospital had 573 beds, allowing for some 26,000
patients to be cared for during the five years the hospital was active. The women doctors performed upwards
of 7,000 operations during that time. In October 1919 Endell Street received orders to evacuate, finally
closing its doors in the December of that year.
Also included is a first edition of Flora Murray’s Women as Army Surgeons (1920) the folding frontispiece of
which has a slightly different version of our original.
MRS. SUGDEN’S MANUSCRIPT HOUSEHOLD RECIPE BOOK

84. SUGDEN, Caroline [and Martha Susanna Sugden]. NINETEENTH CENTURY HOUSEHOLD
RECIPE BOOK, including medical remedies and culinary recipes in equal measure. [n.p.] 1830. £ 450
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. 8vo, 83 pages of recipes scattered amongst approximately 200 further blank pages, in a

neat legible hand throughout, with unused tabulated index at beginning; bound in contemporary calf, bounds
ruled in gilt, rebacked with spine laid down, ruled and lettered in gilt, some rubbing and general wear, as to be
expected with a book of this nature.
Original manuscript household book compiled by a lady, containing approximately 64 culinary recipes and 61
household remedies, though it appears that the medicinal side certainly took precedence.
The general populace of the early nineteenth century suffered significant problems with their health, mortality
was high (certainly amongst the younger generation) which is certainly born out in the vast array of ‘cures’ and
‘remedies’ in the present manuscript. It begins with no fewer than twelve recipes ‘For a cough’ and four ‘For
consumption’ before a further forty five covering all manner of other compliants (‘a good worm powder for
children’, ‘For the putred fever’, ‘For the dropsy,’ as well as a section on ‘Poisons and antidotes’). It is
interesting to note that a ‘cure for the cholera morbus’ is included, two years before the second outbreak in
the UK which was to claim 55,000 lives - one wonders, if ever used, how effective the suggested cure (of
cinnamon water, tincture of opium and rhubarb) actually was.

The second half of the manuscript is taken with culinary recipes, the usual fare included, such as ‘Beef tea’,
various cakes (‘Almond’, ‘Lump’, ‘Rice’ etc), creams, ‘Everton Toffy’, the inevitable Gingerbread recipe,
‘Russian Pie’ and several for making Beer (including ‘Treacle’ and ‘Ginger’), all ascribed to a variety of sources,
prevalent amongst which we find ‘Mrs Sugden’, ‘Mrs. Green’ and ‘Mrs. Davy’, presumably a relatives and
friends of the compiler.
Unfortunately, we have been unable to track down definitely who Caroline Sugden was and from where she
originated. The original ownership signature of Martha Susanna Sugden is partly crossed through and Caroline
inserted above, evidently handed down from a mother to her daughter. With the inclusion of the ‘Everton
Toffy’ recipe it seems likely the Sugden’s were from the north of England.
BY THE ‘MASTER OF THE FRENCH AND ITALIAN LANGUAGES
AT THE MACCLESFIELD GRAMMAR SCHOOL’

85. TARVER, John Charles. DICTIONNAIRE DES VERBES FRANÇAIS: or, A dictionary of French
verbs showing their different governments to which is prefixed a table of the irregular verbs, and
some remarks on the tenses of the conjugation and the article … Macclesfield: Printed for the author
by J. Wilson … 1818.
£ 550
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, lix, [i], 277, [1] blank, [1] errata, [1] blank; minor light foxing in places,
otherwise clean throughout; with note on front free endpaper ‘Rebacked Nov 1885. To preserve it as a
Macclesfield book. I found this book at Henbury in 1874. T.K.B.’; uncut in contemporary boards, later expertly
rebacked in vellum, spine ruled and lettered in gilt, with morocco label lettered in gilt, board alittle foxed, but
not detracting from this being a very good copy.
Rare first edition of this dictionary of French verbs by John Charles Carver, ‘Master of the French and Italian
languages at the Macclesfield Grammar school’, the work being attractively published in the town.
The educational writer John Charles Tarver (1790–1851) was born at Dieppe on the 27th March 1790. ‘Upon
the outbreak of war with England in 1793, the Tarvers were thrown into prison, together with the other
English residents. John was at that time staying in the house of M. Féral, a friend of his mother, and chief

engineer of the ‘Ponts et Chaussées’ for Seine-Inférieure; and when
the means of escape were offered to his parents, he was left in France
until an opportunity should offer to send him to England. This never
occurred. M. Féral, however, brought the child up as his own son,
educated him, partly himself and partly at the government school at
Pont Audemer, and in 1805 took him into his own employment in the
service of the Ponts et Chaussées. Three years later he obtained him
an appointment in the administration de la marine, in which service he
remained, first as secretary to the admiral of the fleet at Toulon, and
afterwards at Leghorn, Spezzia, Genoa, and Brest, until at the
cessation of war in 1814 he was enabled to renew his intercourse
with his family. In March of this year he obtained leave of absence and
hastened to England, where he found his mother and a brother and
sister living. He returned to Paris during the ‘hundred days,’
immediately after the flight of Louis XVIII, but, his prospects there
appearing unsettled, he decided to rejoin his friends in England. He
soon obtained a post as French master at Macclesfield free school.
While there he was struck by the lack of guidance afforded by existing
dictionaries as to the right word to choose when a number of
equivalents were given. As a first attempt to remedy this defect he
prepared his ‘Dictionnaire des Verbes Français’ (Macclesfield, 1818,
8vo); but this was avowedly incomplete, and he was ultimately led to
produce, at the cost of immense labour, his valuable and original
‘Royal Phraseological English-French and French-English Dictionary’ (London, 1845, 2 vols. 4to; 2nd edit. 1849;
3rd edit. 1854). It was dedicated by permission to Prince Albert, and it remains a standard work’
(https://en.wikisource.org/).
OCLC records five copies, all in the UK, at the BL, Cambridge, NLS, Aberdeen, and Glasgow.

SCOTTISH LIFE INTERPRETED FOR THE WEST END STAGE

86. [THEATRICAL COSTUME]. B.J. SIMMONS & Co. Theatrical Court Costumers. THE GAY
GORDONS. A series original watercolours of costume designs. [London], 1907.
£ 850
From the London costumiers of B.J. Simmons and Co., Covent Garden including some work in pencil, (10 on
card, one on notepaper) together with 6 sheets of typewritten an manuscript schedule of costumes for both
the London and touring performances; contained in original linen backed folder (33 x 26.5 cms.
An interesting costume archive, including watercolours and original designs, put together for the first
performance of the Edwardian musical comedy The Gay Gordans involving, the then, and now well trodden
script of an American heiress saving an aristocratic estate.

The Gay Gordans was based on a text by Seymour Hicks, who also had the lead role in the musical. Together
with a score by Guy Jones, lyrics by Arthur Wimperis, C.H. Bovill, Henry Hamilton and the young P.G.
Wodehouse the musical comedy achieved a 229 performances in its London run at the Aldwych Theatre. This
initial run began on the 11th September 1907 with a closing performance on 11th April 1908 before going on
tour through the provinces where it eventually reached Doncaster during 1909.
The costume designs for the production were created by William John Charles Pitcher Wilhelm (1858-1925).
A number of his works are held at the V&A where he is described as working ‘in the prevailing style of late
19th century realism, but with an imagination and flair and knowledge of his subject that made him
outstanding.’ Not all the costumes designs are present, either some sifting out seems to have been
necessitated by the time the production was taken on tour or Simmons only supplied the bulk order.
Certainly rather than go to the cost of making new costumes for the principles in the provincial productions
the costumiers have marked on the schedules where more conventional costumes could be used.
The synopsis is silly but gave plenty of opportunity for good spectacle: ‘The castle of the Scottish Gordon clan
has been leased to a wealthy American, Andrew Quainton, whose daughter is the charming Peggy.
Unfortunately, the heir to the clan’s chief has been lost, and the castle will eventually have to be ceded to the
Crown. Peggy has no interest in joining the British aristocracy and has sworn not to marry a nobleman. She
disguises herself as a strolling fortune teller and soon meets a young private in the Gordon Highlanders, Angus
Graeme. Angus woos Peggy and gains her affection, and she is delighted to fall in love with the humble
Scottish soldier lad. News arrives that the long-lost heir to the Gordon titles and fortune is Angus. He is
worried that this might cause Peggy to leave him, so he continues to pretend to be plain Angus until he can
figure out a way to tell her that he is really an Earl. Peggy’s brother is expected to arrive soon, and Angus
intends to involve him in the deception. The plan goes awry, as Peggy impersonates her brother, and Angus
tells her the secret. Peggy is annoyed at having been misled, but she is a practical American and loves Angus,
so all ends happily’ (Wikipedia).
BY MEMBERS OF THE COLONIA ARCADICA

87. [VALPERGA, Giovanni Alessandro de Conti di, Marchese d’Albarey]. PROSE, E POESIE
dedicate alla maesta di Vittorio Amedeo III. … dalla Colonia arcadica fossanese nella solenne prima
adunanza. Torino: Dalle Stampe d’Ignazio Soffietti, 1780.
£ 550
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [iv], [I]-CCIV; engraved head- and
tailpiece to introduction and 13 woodcut head- and tailpieces
throughout text; contemporary mottled sheep, spine in six
compartments one with tan label lettered in gilt; some light
rubbing to spine and upper cover somewhat scuffed.
A good copy of this rare collection of writings in verse and prose
by members of the Colonia Arcadica, edited by the nobleman
Giovanni di Conti.
Among the contents: an essay on the causes of the origins,
progress, and decadence of the sciences and arts, by Vincenzo
Marenco; an essay on the influence of poetry on customs, by
Ottaviano Pasquini; and sonnets, translations of Cicero and
Horace, and poems by various members of the Fossano Arcadi.
The work is adorned with a number of attractive head- and
tailpieces, all inspired by the Arcadian emblem.
Not in OCLC; ICCU records five copies in Italy, at the Biblioteca
nazionale centrale, Florence, and four in Turin at Biblioteca civica
centrale, Biblioteca Reale, Biblioteca Nazionale Universitaria and
the Biblioteca storica della Provincia di Torino.

ANIMALS USED AND ABUSED

88. VARTY, Thomas, publisher and Benjamin Waterhouse HAWKINS, Illustrator. GRAPHIC
ILLUSTRATIONS OF ANIMALS, showing their Utility to Man in their services during life, and uses
after death. London: Published by Thomas Varty, Book, Print, and Map Seller, at his Depository for
Works of Education, York House, 32, Strand. [plates C. Graf, Printer to Her Majesty] [c.1845].£
£ 3,500
22 leaves [37 x 50cm] mounted on linen, including printed title and 21 handcoloured lithographs, each signed
by W. Hawkins or R.K. Thomas; loosely contained in the original half morocco folder, spine now missing.
A superbly illustrated didactic work illustrating the usefulness of animals to the early Victorian child.
Sadly there is no conservation found here, only a world, seemingly of infinite bounty, for man’s innocent
exploitation. Each of the twenty-one plates have within them a large central image depicting a familiar scene of
each of the authors chosen subjects: 1) The Horse; 2) The Bull, Cow and Calf; 3) The Sheep; 4) Domestic
Fowl; 5) Fur Animals; 6) The Ass; 7) The Dog; 8) The Camel; 9) The Rein Deer; 10) The Elephant; 11) The
Pig; 12) The Swan, Goose and Duck; 13) The Whale; 14) The Hare and Rabbit; 15) The Goat; 16) The Bee;
17) The Silk-Worm; 18) The Seal and Walrus; 19) The Cochineal and Lac Insects; 20) Fish; and 21) Crustacea
& Reptiles. These scenes are surrounded by between eight and thirteen tableau ‘Shewing their utility to man,
in their services during life and uses after death.’
Varty used the very fine natural history artist Benjamin Waterhouse
Hawkins (1807–1894), for the majority of the plates. He is today chiefly
remembered as an illustrator to parts 4 and 5 of Charles Darwin’s The
Zoology of the Voyage of HMS Beagle (1838–43) and for creating
incredible life size sculptural recreations of dinosaur’s in the Crystal
Palace. Three of the plates are from the hand of another artist Robert
Kent Thomas (1816-84), a lithographer, painter and etcher chiefly
remembered for his topographical work.
The most useful of animals ‘The Horse’, is given over to the plate one and is illustrated by twelve scenes that
show The Mail Coach, Cavalry, Water Conveyance, Pleasure, Coach, Agriculture, Cart, Post, Mill, Leather,
Hide-tanning and Dogs meat. These tableau’s follow a plan of having the animal at the top of each sheet in its
living usefulness and slowly descending to death and dismemberment.

Some of the subjects would be thought today almost offensive. The depiction of ‘The whale’ with a main scene
of whalers hunting down their prey then followed by uses as sperm oil for candles and illuminating lighthouses,
down to their flesh for agricultural manure today seem too prosaic. Bookbinding and the library features in
the plates of bulls and cows; parchment from Sheep; Morocco bindings from the goat. Domestic fowl have
lighter uses, such as military plumes, shuttle cocks and, of course, bedding. In the plate of the ‘Fur Animals’ we
have an image of an Italian food merchant cutting up bears tongue’s as a delicacy and below a view outside the
perfumier providing a hair pomade made with bear grease - apparently this aided hair growth.
‘The Ass’ is mainly uncontroversial, when shown chiefly as a beast of burden and gives the excuse for
illustrating the skins for ‘French Drum Heads’ apparently the British army would never stoop so low. The Dog
is shown as guide, rescuer of children and travellers friend; but apparently they could be turned into ‘Dog Skin
Boots’ too. Almost every animal produced something that would today be thought suspiciously like bad taste.
The tableau also quite inadvertently show manners, fashions and scenes of everyday life during the 1840s Visits
to the waxworks; shop interiors or how the sophisticated advanced nations viewed their more primitive
brethren. The neat, bright and carefully coloured images probably give the lie to the real drudgery of industrial
work, dressmaking, farming, japanning and other trades and also the rapidly changing aspects of early Victorian
life.
For this set the publisher has backed each plate with linen to make it more rugged in the face of childrens
little paws. The works also appears to have been available in sheets to be shown through a frame and also as a
folio volume, something like an atlas in which the plates would be folded and mounted on guards. The title and
contents leaf have here been pressed mounted which obscured the publishes puff on his work. However we
have found a transcript of Varty’s prose in a contemporary journal where he enthuses that the ‘Coloured
prints of animals are always inviting to the eye of children; but to limit the uses of graphic illustrations to an
exhibition of external form, or as a means of appreciating symmetry and beauty alone, would be to impart
very imperfect lessons, and to leave the mind uneducated and unimproved. But very different is the result
when there is unfolded to the view the wonderful connexion between animals living and after they are dead,
and the interests of man, whose dependence upon them for food and clothing, as well as for innumerable
other comforts and pleasures, is so entire, as to suggest lessons at once of humility and of devout gratitude.’
It is interesting to note that the one subject completely missing from this work is anything illustrating the Age
of Steam - nothing is even remotely connected with railways, steamships or factory engines. Varty may of
course have had designs to follow the animals with a similar illustrated set of plates for the mineral and
vegetable world, which would afford considerable scope for both industry and trade.

CANDIDE IN SWEDEN

89. [VOLTAIRE, François Marie Arouet de]. CANDIDUS Eller
Alt til det Bästa. Öfwersättning Af Engelskan. Westerås Tryckt hos
Johan Laur. Horrn, 1783.
£ 1,750
FIRST EDITION IN SWEDISH. 8vo, pp. [viii], 140, [4] advertisements;
apart from a few minor marks, a clean fresh copy throughout; in recent
half vellum over marbled boards, spine lettered in black; a very good
copy.
Rare first Swedish translation of perhaps Voltaire’s most important and
influential work, Candide.
Exiled from France for much of his life for his objectionable writing, in
1754 Voltaire ‘fled to Geneva where, just on French soil, he could enjoy
the political liberty of Geneva with the social liberty of France. Here
Candide, the most perfect of the light-weight parables which were his
especial and peculiar forte, was written. Typically, it was published
anonymously, and many times printed and pirated in its early years
…Voltaire would be pleased that his attempts to cover his tracks have
been successful and even more to contemplate the book’s continued
popularity. For the optimistic, innocent Candid’ (PMM).
OCLC records two copies, at the National library of Sweden and the
Universitatsbibliothek Greifswald in Germany.

THE DEDICATION COPY, TO THE DUCHESS OF CAMBRIDGE

90. WALLERSTEIN, Anton. 6 DEUTSCHE LIEDER für eine Singstimme mit Begleitung des PianoForte componrt und Threr Königlichen Hoheit der Fraue Herzogin von Cambridge… 8tes. Werk.
2te Sammlung Hanover: in der Hofmusikalien-Handlung von Adolph Nagel [1836].
£ 550
Oblong folio [26.5 x 34.5 cm], pp. [2] 3-15 [1] blank, including an engraved title designed around Princess
Augusta royal cypher; contemporary full red panelled morocco; the boards each with a border made-up of
roll tools of flowers and etc. in gilt and blind, the corners with onlaid black morocco squares of harps
enclosing a leaf and star roundel; the whole enclosing around central ‘gothic’ window design silk; end leaves
(edges perished) gilt edges; Provenance : neat ink royal cypher stamp of Princess Augusta of Hesse-Kassel,
Duchess of Cambridge on corner of title page.

A finely bound presentation copy from the composer to the dedicatee.
Anton Wallerstein (1813-1892) is alas today an all but forgotten virtuoso violinist and composer. Born in
Dresden to a family of Jewish merchants, Wallerstein first received violin lessons at an early age and began to
play at local inns and private gatherings before making a concert debut at fourteen in 1827, that was to
establish his career as a musician. Inevitably, although still a teenager, he began a concert tour through
Germany and at sixteen attained the post of violinist to the Dresden Court Ensemble. In 1832 he held a
similar position in Hanover and it was through this employment that he was to dedicate his Opus 8 to his
patron Princess Augusta of Hesse-Kassel, Duchess of Cambridge (1797-1889).
The work contains six settings to German poets: 1) Goethe’s Romanze aus Erwin und Elmire Romanze 2)
Antoine-François-Claude Ferrand’s Der Rosenstrauch 3) Emil Reiniger’s Sehnsucht 4) August Schumacher’s
Der Schiffer 5). Franz von Gaudy’s Das Trauerhaus 6) and Julius Mosen’s Der Mond und Sie! this latter item
which is uncredited.
Until 1837, Adolphus, Duke of Cambridge and his wife Augusta lived in Hanover where the Duke was
Governor General, when they moved to London. Augusta was very keen on music and the theatre and
probably this copy of Wallerstein’s composition travelled to London with them. The same year Anton
Wallerstein also seems to have lost his post at Hanover with some anti-Semitic issues indicated as the reason,
but in general he had a fairly good career as a travelling violin virtuoso in Germany and Britain, publishing
more commercial, if probably less cultured, polkas and waltzes.
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